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INTRJ.Ju c; lION 
~his thesis deals wi~h the inv~scigation of 
diff0rent processes of che annihilaGion of positrons , 
mainly two-quanta annihila~;ion in motion and one-quantum 
annihilacion • Before describing the exp3riments per-
forJled it is necessary to review the previous experi:!lenual 
~nd theoretical work which h~~ been ~one on annihllation 
of pos1~rvns in general in order co account for the choic~ 
of problem and for the exparimen~al technique employed • 
A briof uescrip~ion of che ex~eriments on pair production 
v1ill also be included in order to 1lai~e the historical 
~eview more complete • 
Our main experimen~al work consiscs of the 
full analysis of ch~ absorption of the annihilation radi-
ation fro:n LJu 64 ,:Jroduc(jd in differenc annl.i.i.la.Gors • In 
all observations cwo thin-walled rectangular counvers vvith 
absorbers between them were used for che measure::lent of 
the energy and inGensi~y of the Y-r~y~ oy cn0 coincidence 
councJ.ng method • l'hese experiments provide for che first 
cime a definice proof of the exis~ence of the hard radi -
ations resulting fro~ ~he ~nnihila~ion of ~osiGrOnci in 
.l..l 
mocion. The ex~erimental value obtain~~ fur the ratio of 
r.he cro::;s secvions for one-quan-cum anni.n1.1.a01vn in .no:~iun 
~0 v'lvo-qu .... nta annihilation in rnotiun is in agreeraenv with 
che predic~ed theoretical value. 
Two additional experi~ents v~ consiaeraule 
:i.m.t"'ortance were also p-::rfor11ed: ::tlirstly Ghd angular dis-
llribut~~vn of tiwu-quu.nta u.nni.hilation radiation was inv~s­
tigaced by illG __ n~ O:t a ne'a ~y}le Of d-ray counter possess:ing 
high efficiency and high direcciono..l resolution. vecundJ.y 
a study uf ~he correlation between oe0a and uamma radiatiCJ'lS 
from cu64 wo.s made by means of a coincidence mechod. 
A nlli1ber of experiments wt.ich were .ti•anned 
but nu:J car~ied out because of the limications of ti~e and 
equipment during the period of this research will be men-
~ioned ac the ~na of the thesis as possible future inves-
tigations. 
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CHAPTER I 
PREVIOUS wuRA OB PO~lTRO~S 
seot1un A:- Dirac Hole Theor1 
(1) 
The positron was discovered by o.D. Anderson 
in 1932 in the course of uosmic-ray investigations. The 
existence of this new particle had been regarded as a theo-
retical possibility two years previously by Dirac. In the 
Dirac relativistic wave equationl 2 ) for a free electron the 
energy of the electron is given by a square root which 
could be either positive or negative for a given value of 
the momentum. Negative solutions correspond to negative 
energy ~tates. 
The connection between these theo~etical negative 
energy states and observed positive electrons is given by 
the 1 Dirac hole theory "• According to this theory a 
positron is regarded as a hole in the negative energy states. 
-~ 
It is assumed firstly that all negative energy states ran-
ging from- mc2 to -~, in the absence of an external field 
are normally occupied so that an electron which is in posi-
tive energy states can no& Jump into one of these occupied 
sta~es. Secon@ly the electrons filling up the negative 
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energy stAtes do not produce an external field and do not 
contribute to the energy and momentum of the system for 
which the charge density is infinite. The zero point mea-
su.rement of the charge, energy and the momentum is repre-
•ented by that electron distribution in which all neg~tive 
energy states and no positive energy states are occupied. 
I 
Inspite of the fict thGt the electrons occu-
t-~Ying negative energy states can no-ti produce an external 
field it is assumed that an external field can act on these 
electrons. A rapidly v~r,ying electromagnetic field( high 
energy o -rays; or the collision of two fast particles J 
can cause a transition from one state to another. at the 
moUlent of transition from the negative energy states Jst to 
a. a positive energy state E , when a negative charge is re-
moved from the negative energy states, an electron pair is 
created because a hole with a positive charge is produced 
at the same time as the electron. This process can occur 
only if the interacting quantum or particle has sufficient 
energy to remove the electron from negative energy state. 
·rhe reverse process i.·8 .transition frum the region of po-
sitive energy to that of nega~ive energy mean~ the annihi-
lation of this pair, giving rise to the emission of elec-
tromagnetic radiation, called 1 annihila·tion radiation 1 • 
£his can happen at any energy of the positron, but has by 
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th.e.. 
far4greatest probability of occurrence when the ~ositron 
p-ossessts no kinetic energy. .lt'Or this case the ene·:r.BY con-
tained :il the annihilation radiation is equivalent to the 
rest mass of the two electrons. 
'=>ection B :- G·reation of trosi trona 
Bafore Anderson's cliscovery an indirect evideme 
(3, .,,. 
of the existence of posi trona was obtained by sev-eral- workers·~·:~ 
during the course their experiment on the anemalous absorp-
tion oF high energy r -rays in heavy material. As a result 
of the determination of ohe total absorption coefficient of 
2 • 6 .M.e-v t -rays from ThC•, in lead, the discrepancy between 
the observed and the calculated values was attributed to a 
(+) 
nuclear interaction caused by these l -rays. In fact, imme-
dia·celyfo,fter the positrons wer,e observed as a pair of elec-
tron tracks of opposite curvature in a cloud chamber immersed 
in the magnetic field,~~) ~adwick ~lackett and Occhialinil6 ) 
showed that !f~esf;'·.;pp~~~iLVO,i_eleccrons can be~~~ced . by bom-
barding lead with radiations from~Po+onium - ~er,yllium source. 
C~ie and Joliot~ 1 ) established that in this reaction the 
positrons were produced by the ( -rays resulting from the 
transmutation of ~eryllium by ~-rays and they suggest that 
elect~on pairs were created by the interaction of photons 
vvith nuclei. 
The laws of the conservation of energy and 
-4-
momentum show that this phenomenon of ma-cerialisat_ion of 
photons can take place only in the presence of a third 
body and only if the photon has an en•rgy greater than a 
minimum threshold energy for which the value depends on 
the nature of the third body. ~f this third body is a 
nucleus, the minimum photon energy necess~ry to produce 
pairs is 2mc2 , but if it is an electron the photon energy 
must be greater than 4mc 2 • Uther possibili t.ies of pair 
production exist and these will be indicated later. 
(a) Pair Product.i.on by r'b.otons in the .14·ield of a xvucleus • 
vJ.·eation of t~airs by the interaction of a photon and a nuc-
leus is the most commQn process observed,and theorists have 
calculated the cross~section for ~his prpeess in teras of 
Z1 ~he atomic number of the interacting nucleus, and h? , 
the energy of the photon. uppenheimer~~l•ss•tl~/ and later 
&iftler ani etli•~~)~l~ttained an expression for the cross-
section which was proportional to ~2 and increasing rapid-
ly nith h9 • This is in cont~rQst with vOm~ton sc~ttering 
cross-section which decreases with increasing photvn energy. 
J..ater, the angular distribution of these pairs 
. (DJ·.« 
was ~nvestigtLted by means of a_._ cloud chamber filled with 
Krypton and it wa~ found that positrons usual!y m~e smaller 
angles with the direction of the incoming photon than the 
electron doe~~ !his fact was attributed to the greater 
·~This is in good agreement with the theoretical distribution 
curve given by (10). 
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kinetic energy of poaitrvns ~t the ~oint of creation becauwe 
of the repulsive force between positron and nucleus. ~nis 
interpretation led to a consideration of the relative value~ 
of E+ and E_ where ~is the energy of positron, •- the 
(12) 
""nergy of electron. The diffe.~ence E.,..- l!i_ was calculated 
(13) 
and measured experimentally in a ·wilsun ""hamber and wa~ 
found to be proportional to Z , the order of magnitude 
being 0.1~ - 0.28 Mev. 
A distribution curve of the total en~rgy of 
pos1 tron-electron pairs produced by '(-rays of 2. 62 lvleV 
from The• showed\l~) that the average value for l+E_ wa.:o 
1.6 Mev as is expected from theory. 1'he distribution of 
*" positron energy ~lso was given theoretically by lieitler • 
( His result was checked experiment~lly in a cloud chamber 
24 .. {l&) 
by observing pairs produced by 1'4& Y -rays. jjetter results 
can still be obtained . .) 
{o) Pair production by fhoton in the field of an J[ectron. 
(16) 
fhis process was concidered first by Perrin and ve~ied 
experimentally by Marque ua ~ilva(l&). lt was also shown 
I 
by the latter that the cross-section for this triplet 1 
process ( pair plus reJected electron ) was ~ times smaller 
than for the photon-nuclear interaction i.e. the ratio of 
triplet production to pair production is proportionQl to 
1/Z , which was in ~~e good agreement with other experimen-
- ----- ---~------------
• W. H~il:l~r~ (iuantuTn ::lheors if Rad~7t ~ ( \9+7) > f. t99 . (Heredfter 
l'e..fe.rred to AS Q:rR.) 
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tal results\l~). MOre detailed calculation of this cross-
(l7-20a/r) section was c~rried out later by several authors· J • 
and the resu~ of ~ relativistic calculations were com-
pared with the earlier work by Perrin and corresponding 
calculations for nuclear interaction, and it was found 
that for the very large photon: energies the variation of 
cross-section is the same as that for pair production in the 
nuclear field. 
tc) Pair production by fast Electron. 
'(I) 
Or-penheimer and Ple.sset considered, for the first time, the 
possibility of materialisation by pair production of the 
Kinetic energy of a charged particle e.g. a fast electron. 
~he cross-section as a funct~on p--ray energy was calculated 
(21) . (22 
first by ~ur~ and varlson and then by Heitler and Nordheim. 
The experimental evidence of this process w~~ b~sed upon 
stereo~co~ic photogra~h techAique in a Wilson chamber using 
f -rCJ.ys from ThC" sourcel 23 ) • .tturther accurate investiga-
tions gave results which did not agree with the theoretical 
(24) 
prediction • fhe experimental value of the cross-section 
for pair production by fast ~ -rays of Rae was of the order 
of lo-22 cm2, which is about 100 times greater than the 
cross-section for materialis~tion by photons of the same 
energy. ~ome of the later experiments gave also the same 
ri \2S - 2~) magnitude for ~ within a factor of about two • 
l'he cross-sectiion, measured in these cases was found ·to be 
* See. also (22a.) - (22c:l) 
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pro~ortiona.i. to z, the atomic num'bfl' vf "he bornba;rq.ed. element 
(S8) 
but not to z2 as the ·theory .t"redic LiS. s. Benedetti 
using th0 t~Ochoida.l method, confirmed the proportionality 
of emission vf the positron~ due to the wateri~~iw-tion of 
kinetic anergy of B -rays from Th(B+C) with z2 as is ex-
~ 
pected theoretically. But some of the experiments show no 
(29 - 32) 
~ndic~~ion of ~air productivn by ~~ch ~ ~r~o~s~ • 
This indicates a th~e~hold croo~-sect~on uf the ~rder uf 
lo-24 or lo-25 em~. Although ~&e figures contr-dlct most 
of the prev1ous exper~menta1 resu~~~, they give good agree-
~ent with theoretica• ca~culat~on. 
The possibilit;y of pair creation b.Y eJ.ectrons 
in the neighbourhood of two other electrons was shown by 
(33) 
F. Perrin provided that the incident e~eccron has an 
2 ; •.. 
energy greater than 6 me • ( Heitler' ~ require~ thi~ 
amount to exeetil 7 mc 2 ) • 
The evidence of positron emi~sion frvm radio-
active sources ca:l:itributed to interneil Cvnveriion Ol: Q -rays 
~32)~~A) l3oJ 
wa~ also indicated by the aut;hvrs ~ • Halt~ern g,nd vrQne 
observed a smilar effect in the bvmbardmen~ of F19 with 
proto~ c:.nd :round the coefficient of l.n~erna:.. c~nvtsr&ion 
to be l per 100 r·~rays Of 5.8 MiV from t..nis rec.~ct..i.-.;,n, a 
value greater than theory wou4d ~redict • 
(36-~8) 
was calc~iated by several auiDrs and 
-4 -3 
found to be ""t 
~ 
the order of 10 ,10 per r quantum of energy 5 me 
• 
H~itlcr a. . \. R. . 
') f·2~ 
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tiection C:- Annmnetion of ~ositrons. 
I• I. General Remarks: 
There are several theoretically possible proce~ 
of annihilation which are listed below. The energies quoted 
correspond to ··the case of zero kinetic energy of the incident 
• • p~sitron(~=mo~nd assumed to be the same for electrons and posi~ 
rons 
(l) The positron combines with a free or loosely bound elec-
tron. The mass energy is radiated as two ~·-ray quanta in 
opposite directions, ea,ch having an energy of mc2,.. 510 Kev. 
(2) The positron combines with an electron strongly bound 
to a nucleus. ~he nucleus takes up the recoil momentum the 
nhole mass energy being confined to one y -ray quantum of 
(: 
2 
energy 2mc = 1020 Kev •. 
(3) The positron combines with an electron in the neighbour-
hood of another electron and a f-ray·quantum of energy 4/3 
me2= 680 KeV is emitted. 
(4) The positron combines with an electrQn in the neighbour-
hood of two other electrons. Two electrons,each having a 
2 
Kinetic energy of me , are ejected in opposite directions. 
beft is ejecbed: ni1Jli a kine'bie eneigJ of 2 fmc • 
<'0 The positron combines with an electron in the neighbour-
• .. (39) 
A recent e*penment has shown 1he equality ofb rati.o e,m :ftr tm 
tnoparti.clss toanaccur~y of 2%. 
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hood of a bound eleccron • Again only one electron is ejec-
ted with a kine~ic energy of 2 mc2 
(~) ~he positron combines with a k-electron without emission 
of radiation. 
If positron possesses a kinetic energy Ek at the 
Otfltc 
moment of annihilation in anyAabove cases then the total 
energy of the resulting radiation is 2mc2+ Ek• ( W-e must 
~~~y mention that the probability of some of these anni-
J..ation processes for ~ zero kinetic energy of phe:positron 
is zero •·8· i.e. annihilation can take place only while po-
sitron is in motion,such as one-quantum anbhilation{ ca.set!)J 
The cross-section for the two-quanta annihila-
tion ( case (1) ), the most probable annihilation process, 
was calcule.tedr by Diracl2a) and found to be 
m = 7Trl! [ r l. + 4 r + 1 l.b(f+ y ~ _ 1 ) _ y-- + 3 J ~ Y+t l 4-f --d Vr2.-1 
,per electron, where r= Elt- ' t-:mc2 and ro ·: e2 It- . 
This cross-sec~ion increases as E is diminished. ( This ia 
in marked contrast with the cross-section for pair production 
which increases with the photon energy.) Thus annihilation 
occurs wich the greatest frequency as the positron approaches 
the end of its ionising track. Experiments on the energy 
distribution of the )/-rays show that annihilation radiation 
has a strong component of 0.51 MeV. agreeing with the above 
aeduction that two-quanta annihilation at rest has a very 
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high prub~bility. The above ex~re~~ivn fur q?,tends tv an 
1.. 
infinite value ao the kinetic energy of the positron tends 
to zero but th•s does not mean that the probability of anni-
b 
hilation beeomes infinite. Since the life-time of/positron 
~s finite the rate of deskuction ( R ) is limited and the 
cross-section is finite even for small v • The value of 
R in this case is given by 
R : <P N Z v = 112rrr 0 2c 
where ~ is the number of atoms per cm3 and Z is the ato-
mic number of the annihilating substance. .tt·or v very small 
R=NZ trr0 2c is constant for a given z. 
For E ve~ large the cross section may be 
taken as 
in this case the energy is not shared equally between the 
two quanta and they are not e~ed in exactly opposite di-
rections except in extremely relativistic cases where v.c. 
The quantum emitted in a forward direction aoquires nearly 
all the kinetic energy of the incident positrons and the 
second quantum has an energy of the order of imc2 , the 
~recise values of the two energies can be obtained theore-
tically. This will be discussed in uhapter ~1. 
The possible types of annihilation and aeation of 
(~ 
pairs J li$ted togetheil~ .. in a table in order to ilustrate the 
~ilarity of these two processes. This is given in Appendix.~ 
-ll-
1·2·. 'E":ltperimental work on Annihilation. 
In the course of absorption measurements of the high 
energy gamma-rays, the presence of an unexplahed secondary 
gamma radiation of Q55 Mev given off during the absorption 
(40)(41) 
process was first shown by Chao . And its existence was 
~ {42,43) 
confirmed~Gray and Tarrant • These experiments also 
pointed out that the energy of this secondary radiation is 
independent of the absorber material use~ for the absorption 
of the primary )/- rays and also dOes not depend upon the energy 
of these incident radiatio~ ~t was also shown that the exis-
ihe 
tence of the soft ( seconda~ ) radiation was possible ifiin-
cident photpn paasessed a minimum energy. By rather indirect 
methods this minimum was placed approximately as 
A connection between these unexplained secondary r-
rays and the annihilation of positrons was first suggested 
by BlacH:ett and Occhialini( 44)1n 1932. 
• 
I: · \a)'- In 1933 cJ. Thibaud (
45
) observed the secondary radiatior 
• clue to pair annihilation, using the trochoidal method for 
collecting the positrons, and a film as 0 -ray detector. 
The positrvn source was.~.a.,.~Rad.on tube surrounded with different 
materials ( Al,uu,Pb,~i- ) which iave rise to positron emission 
under the influence of r -raya. Photographic measurements 
-fj( 
The fu~l description of thia method will be given in 
Chapter VI, Section A. 
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were made of the intensity of the {-ray~ ,tJroduced by absorp-
tion of the ,kJOsitronsl o.s Mev· mean energy) in platin1um 
~l~ced at the focus of the magnetic separator. ~rom the 
curve of logarithmic intensity against the superficial masa 
of (-ray absorber he obtained aa a mass absorption coefficient 
of ~If: 0.2 cm2/~(for 0.8-1.45 ~/cm2 thickness of ~t} 
corresponding tot= 2.2 cm-1 in lead. By the more direct 
method of countini the number of photons in .Q ue1ger~uller 
counter, he found a smaller value forf which corresponds 
approximately to an energy of 0.5 Mev. 
(46) 
(b)- In 1934 F. tJOliot , using positrons emmited form Al 
bombarded by the ~-rays from 80 millicurie& of ~olonium, 
and focuasing them on to a 1 mm Pb or 5 mm Al absorber by 
the trodoidal method again, investigated the absorption of 
the ~ -rays produced 1n the first absorber(called •radiator•) 
in a second lead absorber of thicKness varyini from 1.5 to 6 
mm ( ~71-6.84 gm/cm2). From a graph of log.intensity ef ra-
diation counted in a G~.counter against the superfi~l mass 
absorber he obtained a mass absorption coefficient t'1f• u.24 
corresponding to a quantum energy of 485 .1\.ev· using .Jaeger's 
relation e-Pb = 4240~/f • The experiment showed that, i:f a 
hard component ef lMev radiation existaiits intens~ty was 
certainly less than 30% of that~the soft component. 
Owing to the small intensity ef the souroe employed 
by ~eliot( 5000 positrons per minute on the focus) ~he number 
-13-
of annihilat1on y-rays counted w~s very sm-11. nis eom~lete 
results are shown below. It will be seen th ... t his statia-
tical error is very l~rge. 
Abs. thl~kness ne. ef '(/min 
fl]Il/cm 
1.71 2.46 - 0.2 
4.56 1.24 - 0.2 
6.84 0.65 - 0.25 
(o) In the same year, u.Alempere~~7Jsing a ~•ron source , 
~ n~.-.i.u~J 
and a single counterAin a lead cylinder, obtained v. 134 cm-1 
By comparison with a standard Ra~ f-ray a correction of about 
26% was found to be necessary and the corrected result was 
t"= 1.69 cm-l in lead which is,within the limit of error, the 
same as the calculated value of (;-• j acatt.+ dComp.+d Pb8to!' 
1.67 for 510 Kev. With a different experimental arrangement 
of source and counters in coincidence, and with sufficient 
absorber between the ceunters to prevent passage of recoil 
electrons of energy less than about 1 Mev, it h~s been shown 
that the annihilation radiation consists only ef soft quanta 
which is homogeneous with a hardness correspondini te u.s mev·. 
Again in ~ experiment the atatist1cs are very 
poor since only about 3 total coincidences per min•te( out 
of which 1.5/min. wa•cosmic ray coincidences\ we~ observed. 
(d) Crane and Lauritsen(48)usini carbon activated with lU 
microamps of 0.9 Mev deuterona( N
13
) obtained f<= 1.58 cm-1• 
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The intensity of ionisation due to the annihil~t~on rQdiQtion 
was measured in an ionisation chamber. fo determine the ~b­
sorption coefficient of the ~-rays a sheet ef lead 7.1 mm 
thick was interposed between the two chambers~ The first 
chamber was used in order to measure the positron intensity) 
rhe readings were taken everytminucs with lead and one min. 
without lead alternately.•rom a graph of logarithmic intensit7 
of both processes ag~inst time measuring the difference bet-
ween the positlen of these two curves they have calculated 
Ghe linear absorption coefficient e~above value. 
A few months later McMill~49)found ~= 1.71 cm-1using the 
same source and experimental technique. 
In all the above experiments the number ef ( -rayo 
emitted per positron was estimated and found to be ve~ rough-
ly equal to 2. 
II:~&)Mere precise values of the quantum energy or annhilation 
radiation have been obtained from cloud chamber investigations 
vf the 0~ -rays accompanjini the positron emmision from certain 
artificial radio-elements. ln such experiments a screen of 
mica or carbon is usually situated within the cloud chamber 
' / 
and irradiated by the ~·-rays. The curvatures in a magnetic 
field of the tracks of the vompton electrons emitted from 
this screen are me~sured statistically and the quantum ener-
gies of the incident Q' -rays can be deduced by m~ing ai>t'ro-
. t t 
pr~a e corrections for the et(i-iY of the scattfered quanta. 
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in such investig~tions evidencefdften been obt~ined of the 
existence of a. strong ·f-ray line with quantum energy approxi-
matina closely to the value u.5l MeV to be expected from the 
two-quanta process of annihilation of positrons. 
Experimental results obtained by Richardson and 
Kurie ( 50) fndtoato:s:~the presence of rtttdiations corres.t'onding "-
to.the annihilation at rest from the positrons of N13.( The 
source was obt-ined by bombardment of c12 with 4Mev deuteronal 
The maximum momentum available from the main line was 228U Hf• 
( H;;250 gauss, cloud chamber diameter :7 1 ). ·rhe author sug-
gest that occasMn~l electronsexhibiting a momentrum greater , 
~ 
thanlto be .. asaibed to this main line may be due to eith•r 
contamination of the source,or the radiation emUted when a 
~ositron is annihilated while in motion( hard component of 
the two-quanta in motion and one-quantum annihilation). 
In a later paper Richardson(Sl)investigated the 
/ 13 48 64 . Y -rays emitted from .N , V , Ou Wl. th a carbon radiator 
of the s~e thickness as mica( because of the low energy 
of the expected ~-radiation the radiator was only 4u mg/omG) 
in a cloud chamber of 121 diameter filled with hydrogen to 
a pressure of about lUOcm. Under the improved experimental 
co~itions the result obtained from ~ 13is practically the same 
_ v4a( as the previous one. ~n the case of prepared by the bom-
bardment of Ti with 5.5 MeV deuteron), in contrast with the 
13 
N distribution curve ~trong 1.05 MeV line appears in addi-
-16-
tion to the main group( upper limit 24UO Hp = QP3 Mev) in 
the ratio of 1.9 to 1. This was at first thought to be 
due to one quantum annihil~tion, in view of the agreement 
between the enqy of the ~/-ray of 1.05 Mev with the energy 
1.02 MeV to be expected from the annihilation of a positron 
in the field of a nucleus; but intensity con~iderQtions made 
it cle .. r that it waa. ahecr,.O.t§':ti!tl accompanying A.-electron 
capture. The tGil although present is prubably obscured 
by the l~rge amount of thi& high energy r~di~tion. The ra-
diations from vu6' w~s alsu complicated because of the more 
~ronounced tall with high u~~er limitg • Howev~r the major 
part of the radi~tion consis~ag~in of the ord~nary two-quada 
radiation and the tail is a very small fr~ction of the inten-
sity of the main line. Hence the stQtist.i.cs are not good 
enough in any;-:Lcase to ml:Lke a numerical estim~te of the hard 
radiations. 
ln a paper published a few months later than 
this an account is given of a more accurate experiment by the 
(52) 
same author which showed a quite different momentum dis-
13 tribution curve for ~ , containini two distinct lines of 
energieo 0.34 MeV, 0.42 MeV corresponding to the compton 
and photvelectrons due tu the U.51 lVlev radiation. l'he ml:Lin 
difference in the experimental arrangement wa• merely the 
use of a ver,y fine lead radiator of thickness u.0017 em 
-17-
.. hich is much more sensitive in the low energ_y r-.;givn. 
~u61 obtained by bombarding ~ickel witn deuteron~ alsu 
was inves·tiigQted in thi~ eX,t~tJriment ~d a ::imilar result 
was obtained. 
(b) A ve~ ~ccur~te study uf th~ ~nnihilat~on radiation 
(5:3) 
spectrum ha~ been m~de by Martin Deubch using a • Magnetic 
Lens Spectrometer ". The svurce used was vu64 • l'he result 
~f the distribution of compton and pho~oelectrons converted 
~ in a rel~tivoly th1cK radiator ( 50 mg/cm ) showed a distinct 
u.5 MeV line and this W&o followed by ~ t_ii ending with a 
single line at 1.35 Mev which was tt.scribed to the nuclearf-rtt1. 
l 1he intensity of this line indicc;.~.te::d a ""roducii.i.vn of 1 per 
4u posi trvns when compc.red ~th~ .L~a22 nuclear .f~ -ray of 1.~8 
re.eV which i'a known to emit 1 1 per positron. fhis i;:; (the[ 
~~~ost\unly rUblicatlOn which claims that the 1.30 line is 
due to a nuclear (-ray • '.Lhe pol::i;.;;~bili tJ vf ta.ocribi:m.g this 
(-ray to the result of ono-quantum annihil~t~on of vu64 
positrons( 0.3 MeV me~n energy) will be ~iscusQ~d in ~~ap~¥ii. 
{54) 
~s. Cook ana Langor have investigated the same 
• source with a high re&vlution m~gnotic spectrometer.{,The 
radius of curv~ture w .o·~ 4U em, f1 Hf /H • u.5jo and the transmissiv 
aagle was Ql% of the tot~l so~id angle). They used a Yb 
radiator of 0.0263 gm/cm2 and a very thin window 2.42 mg;cm2 
"hieh is 35 ~ev thick. \ Later 2 Kev 1 Zapon• window counter 
was usedJ The result was thQt no h~rd radiati~n beyond u.s 
* Atutiltt"ld•"•n ,..,,...fl., .. Fr•m .r...lio. Hhro,... ..,,.l •. ift,,.s~,·,.•tt Ay 1~~ ~uhors . ...~ 
~... ,.,_,.,.-. 79 . 111'"S,. 5.8,... ''""'•qt. 
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MeV could. be seen on tnoir graiJli show.Lng the d1str~butJ.on 
of the recoi.J. e~lectron~. £his perh-ps was on acco u.nt uf 
the .Limit~ti~n of the geom~try uf th~ app~ratus • ~or 0.5l~eV 
the grou~s of the uo~pton and the photo-electrons are ve~ 
distinct; ev~n the K, L, M lin~s are ver.y cle~rly visible. 
(-f'21y 
Moreover they found no evidence of a nuclear)of 0.38 or 0.19 
• MeV with .... an intensity of more than 2~c of the;, positron emis-
/ oiO,nand they also state that the 1.35 iv1eV nuclear ¥. -ray was 
correlated wir;h A-capture • There is no mention of any ex-
re rimental verificca.cion of thi~ state;,ment. 
A very precise v~lue of th~ wave lenghh of the 
64 
.nnihil~tion radiation fr~m a vu Sv~rce was determined by 
DuMond ~Lind at-.d w.n~on.. (ss)with a two--metre focus cry~td.l 
apectrometer. The experiment originated from ~the idea of 
the calibration of the spectrometer and an exact experimental 
value of the Compton distribution from a homogeneous (··-ray 
oi;Ource such as •pure annihilation• radiation. ·rherefore all 
attention was concentrated on the radiatiomdue to the anni-
lation at rest. No evidence of hard radiations would be 
ex~c ted from such arrangement. 
------·---------------------
This fact rejects the possibility of ascribing the excess of 
particles at low energy to the speetra being complex.It was foun· 
64 (56- S9,.· ·::.60 ) 
~reviously that the 8u(A;t~o not follow the Fermi distribut1on. 
4iJt IOQ anergg ,., r + 
The deviation~was such that 9% of the~ and 6% of the~ transition 
(5Q) I. 
WOUld be 8.X,t?6Cte<t tQ) be forbidden On0S • 
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III:- Angular :Distribucion of AnnihiJ.u.tlon Radiation. 
. (47) / 
(a) It was Otto Klemperer who established first 
vhe simultaneous emission of two ~-ray quanta in opposite 
directions in the annihilation process wit;h the help of two 
G-M counters of nearly 2Tf solid angle in coincidence. ·fhe 
counters had a semi-cylindrical croaasection of di~aeter 
2 cm,(Bcm long). t'he counters were placed with~lat sides, 
which were covered with w1nt,ws 0.02 ar/Qm2 thick, facing 
each other spaced 5 mm apart. When the source ( activated 
carbon by bombardment uf 600 kev rrutuns) was plei.ced between 
the two counters after bei/ng wrapped in ~ sufficient materi-
~1 to stop all the positrons,300 single counts only w~ ob-
tainable in each counter and roughly 3 coincidencsper minute 
wea reorded under this geometry; when the whole' system w~ 
covered with lead ( 6 em thick) this number was reduced to 
1.5/min. the latter being the natural b~ckground coincidences. 
(b) Better angular resolution was obtained by Altbanian, 
(61 ) 
Alic~ow and Arzimowich , in whose experiments the solid 
angle subtended by one counter was about 0.7 s*eradian. They 
have used two pairs of coincidence counters one pair on each 
side of the source. 'l1he source was tad1o-phosphorus obtained 
by bombarding Al with ~-rays from 500 me ln. But the inten-
sity ebtQined was only ~bout 105 which gave rise to 150 single 
counts(on the averageJin each counter and the maximum number 






uf source frum the counter. In order to ohun huv-t largd th~ 
statistic~! error wQs, their com.t~lete results are anen below. 
30 
Backgzound with P15 Observed coincidences I Cosmieray+ o rd. 
3 min. 3 min. 3 minutes b~ckground c 
i 
I 
t.cni 510 935 4.7 .± 0.47 I L.3 ±u.s 
=3.5 
em 490 890 2.8 .±- 0.6 2.7 ± O.l5 - . 
unii 516 iL995 7.6 ± 1.0 1.1 ± 0.3 
=2.5 




Beringer and MC'Iltgomery used tvvo small counters 
( 1.65 em to 3 em 1ong) subtending a solid angle of 0.615 
steradian at the source. One of thlseoounters ee~iers could 
• 
rotate round the source in order to measure the ratio of coin-
cidences to the single counts for various angular deviation~of 
one coun~er from the line through the other counter and the 
64 
source. The annihllation radiation source was a vu foil 
activated by bombardtment by 3.7 MeV deuterons. ~·rom 10 such 
sources a total of 800 coincidences W~: recorded with a circuit 
of 3 e-·sec resolving time. The angular distribution curve 
obtained was much superior to any other ~r~vious work on thi~ 
matter. But the authors seem~.·. rQtha- uptimlQ tic in estimating 
I 
a colinea.ri ty of 15 of the two-·qut1D.t~ from their result. 
However some factors such as the efficiency of the counter 
and the resolving time of the circuit could still be improved 
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in order to obt~in be~ter st~ti~t~cs. These ~oints will 
be reviwed ag~in in uhapter III in connection of with one 
of our ex~~rimenta. 
IV:- Angular \.iorrelat;ivn Effect wi·th Annihl ... '"'-tion rtau.iation. 
A different ty~e of inve~tigatlvn of the annihilation radi-
ation coul~ be ment ... oned here ... n order to complete the list 
of exper1m~nts en th~ positrvn an~ilation. It has been 
(63) 
pointed out by Wheel•r that according to pair theory, the 
plo.nes of polarisation of the two quanta resulting from tlie 
anrlhilation of a positrun shouid be at rignt angles. The 
correlation between the states of polaris~tion of the two 
quanta, which is the equivalent of the angular momentua cen-
servation in the process of annihilation at rest, has been 
(&4-) . ( 65) 
experimentally verified by sn,-derctOl.and others.- • The 
azimu~l variation of intensity of the simultaneous Compton 
acattering of the two quanta has been calculated by several 
( G't-, "'' fO 7 ) 
authors • The experimental results are in ve~ good 
agreement with the theo~. 
(f.+) 
The arrangement used to determine the angular 
64 correlation was as follows: cu prepared by deuteron 
irradia~ion w~s used as the annhilation source. The two oppo-
site · x:· -rlj.y beams COllimated in a lead channel were SCattered 
v 
by two cylindrical Al sce~.-tterers and the scattereQ. radi .. t.i.ons 
~lace4 above the scatterera. Coincidences were measured as 
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a function of the Qzimu~ai angle between the axis of th~ 
two counters for y~ • 0°, 90°, 180°. In all c~ses c9oo was 
greater thun c180• The ratio of c90/ c180 was found equ-
al to 1.9 which is clooe to the v ... lue 1.'7 prt:dieted by the 
theory. BecaUG~ of the absur~tion in th~ scatterurs , the 
waximUm nuaber of coincidences were ob~ained for ~ less th~n 
90° , close to the theoretical maximum of anisotropy ( 82°). 
Suama;y of Experimental Work on Annihilation: 
I- The early experiments( 1933-1934 ), were confined to 
the measurement of the energy of the annihilation radiat~on 
5y the absorption method which depend upon measuring the ab• 
sorption coefficient~ and the calculation of the ~gy from 
a relation betwetD fand :~, the wave length of the radiation. 
fhe detectors used to d~ine the intensity of radiation in 
these experiments were photographic film, G-M. counters,and, 
ionisation chamber. 
Generally thenresults obtained by this method 
nere not very accurate even in the case of two-quanta anni-
hilation of posicrons at rest; experiments of this kind 
can give the order of the energy of the radiation and the 
approximate number of quanta emitted per positron. 
II-
~vVW 
In the next stage ( 1936 - 1938 ) attempts were made 
to obtain the more precise value of the quantum energy of 
the annihilation radiation in order to confirm the theory. 
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The energy measurements we. b~sed upon the ~erminatiun of 
Hf !·or the co~pton recoil electrons or photoelectrons pro-
duced by the annih1lation radiation. ~n this method, the 
recording apparatus consisted of (a)- Wilson chamber in a 
magnetic field,(b)- The counters combined with a magnetic· 
separator placed in a m~gnetic field, (c)- crystal specttometer. 
The results obt~ined from the eloud chamber 
recoil electroa measurements generally show agreement with 
the 0.51 MeV radiation a~ predict~d frum the theory, but do 
not seem to exhib1t adequate proof of the existence of r~dia­
tion due to the annihi!Qt1on of pos1tron~ in mot~on. lt m~t 
be noted that the data upon qu~tQfenergy greater than mc 2 
is inadequate in amf)unt and accuracy in 1rhis method. 
Study of the compton recoils and phe.t"electrons 
by means of mQgnetic spectrometer technique ( 1945-1948) with 
the im~rovement .achieved on the resolution of these spectro-
meters, determines the energy of radiation with a great accu-
racy, but the attention is mostly pa,\d :to the commt11l :type 
of ~nnihilation process which give rise to the radiation 
~kntt .:-f Htt 
of 0.51 MeV, hence the( hard component of the two-quanta anni-
hilation radiation and the one-quantum annihilation radia-
tion which 1~ h~rder than tha former could not be brought 
to light during the course of thes~ experiments. 
Moreover, even afcer the very recent( 1949 )study 
of the energy of the annihilaliiOn radiation by a•orys·tal• 
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spec·trometer , the evidence of these rc.re types of annihilation 
radiationo of energy higher th~n 0.5 MeV still remains obscure. 
III- Sever~l ex~eriment~i attem~ts h~ve been made to study 
f\N.Nt, 
the directional properties of the emitted radiation. The 
earliest experiments were bound to show that the two quanta 
~roduced in· annihilation at rest are emitted in opposite direc-
tions( 1934-1936). As the geometry of the experimental arran-
gements and the counters were improved, better results were 
obtained illustrating the angular distribution of the annihi-
lation radiation ( 1942). 1he method used in these series 
of experiments was coincidence counting between the two G~ 
counters placed to receive,. radiation in opposite directions: 
0 l:JII 
~he first measurements were taken only for Q = 180 • ~n-~ater 
experimencs the variacion of the number of coincidences with 
8 was investigated. The results obtained confirm only the 
existence of the annihlla·tion at rest. ·.rhe possibility of 
investigating the two-quanta annihilation in motion by this 
method 1Q noted in Cha~ter.VII. 
IV- A different type of experiment to show that the two quanta 
are emitted~l80° as ~ result of anrlhilation at rest, was to 
investigate the two scattered quanta which have beeD polarised 
~ in two different planes making 90° with each other. The 
experimental tachnique was again the coincidence counting 
between the taB two scattered quanta as a function of the 
azimu~l angle between the two counte~. The applicability 
of this method to the annihilation in mot1on requires theoretic~ 
.inv-e-st iga ti on. .... 
... "- ·-- ~ .. 
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CHAPTER rr 
Ttl~ CROSS-SECTIONS FOR ANNliiLATION PROCESSES 
In this chapter we shall consider two-quanta 
annihilation and one-quantum annihilation from the theore-
tical point of view. The probabiliVY of annihilation in 
motion and at rest and the cross-section as a function of 
positron energy will be discussed for the ~wo processes. 
F~nally the r~tio of the two cross-sections will be given 
for different velocities and annihila~ing media. 
Seccion A:- The--probability of two-quanta annhilation 
as a funtion of positron energy • 
•• 1. Range:-Xhe average range, R , of an electron of initial 
energy E0 may be calculated from the formula • 
R (B): 1---d-..E_ 
o ( - dE(dx) 
( 1 ) 
wno~e, -dE/dx is the energy loss per em. of path in the m 
medium concerned. For lead -dE/dx as a function of energy 
E ... s shown gra1'dcally in Fig.( 1). ']heftiU curve indicaGes the 
total energy loss and the do~ted curves show the contribu-
tion to the energy loss by collision and radiation. From 
,.. 
* W. 1-\e.iUer, Q :T. R.. J'. 223 
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this curve we can derive by means of the formula { 1 ) the 
curve giving the average range of an electron as a function 
of the primary energy. fhis curve is the full curve of ~igl2). 
the average range of a positron of a prescribed initial ener-
gy.is less than.that of an electron of the same energy_beeause 
of.:.the .. possibil1ty of the annihilattion of positron lirll81nmot1on. 
lf we denote by wlE 1 )dE 1 the probability that 
the positrtn is annihilated while its energy is _between E 1 
and E'- dE 1 then the function w{E') can be calculated theore-
tic~lly. ~onsidering two-quanta anni~ation only the form 
of variation w(E 1 ) with E 1 is found to be that shown in l1·ig(3). 
This probability of annihilation while in motion diminishes 
the average range of the positron by R,where 
R :/
0
R(E 1 )w(E 1 )dE 1 
From the curves for R,w we can compute R as a function o~ 
E0 and so obtain a curve for the range of a positron as a 
function of its ini~ial energy. This is shown as the dotted 
curve in .tt'ig. (2). a few numerical val us of the measu.-ed 
ranges ! are given below for the different substances and 
various energy of positrons: 
~ (.MeV} r ( em ) 
3 0.06 in lead 
2 0.07 • . 0.9 in water ) 
o.a 0.28 in air 















§•2• :he to~al probabili~y of annlh~l-tiun 1n mu~ion. 
If we denote by W(E0 ) ~he total probability of 
annihila~ion mfi a positron of initial energy E
0 
before it 
comes to the end of the range R, ( while in motion ) then 
WI.E 0 ) = lo w(E 1 )dE 1 l2) 
This probability increases with E0 , and in lead it rises 
to a maximum of about 18 %. See .t:"ig~ 4). l~amely this frac-
tion of a beam of yery _,fast positrons are annihilated while 
in motion and the remaining ones come to the end of their 
range when they are annihilated at a rate of~nZ.v • 
As a further clarification we proceed to interpret 
Fig(4). In thi• figure the difference between the two ordi-
nates corresponding to two different energ~es ( E
0 
, E say J 
r8Presints the total probability of annihilation of a posit-
ron of initial energy E
0 
during its sowing down to an energy 
E. Let N0 be the number of positrons with this initial 
energy E0 and suppose that ~(E) is the number of positrona 
with energy E which survive annihilation. Then, since the 
probability of annihilation within the interval 4E is w(~~, 
the number of-positDons annihilated in this interval dE is 
therefore 
·dN(E) = N(E)w(E)dE 
dN(E)/N(E) • w~E)dE (3) 
( Tha~ is to say in Fig(3) the ordinate showing the probabi-
lity of annldlation represents the ratio of the number of 
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,~osi·truns annihlated in the range clE to the number of survi-
ving pos1trons with energy E). 
!f we integrate (3 ) from E
0 
to E we obtain the 
number of surviving positrons at energy E, when the initial 
number was known : 
Nv-~, should give us the number of positrons annihilated 
between the energy limits E0 and E , ( E0 > E ) • we !-iroceed 
to determine the ratio (.N 0 - N)/l'io from equation ( 4). Let 
the difference 
W(E0 ) - W(E) = W0 (E) · 
Substituting this value in ( 4) we obtain 
l~(E) • .Noe..Wo(E) 
Expanding the exponential term in a series and satisfying 
only with the first two terms,from 1ast equation we derive 
No - :N 
No 
Wo(E) ( S') 
The left hand side of equation (5) gives us the number of 
rositrons annihilated while in motion.~n an energy interval 
E0 - E as a fraccion of the initial number N0 of positrons 
with energy E
0
• The right side is the difference of two 
tottt.l probabilit$'es of annihilation corresponding to that 
2 
energy interv~l. Thus the difference between thejordinates 
in Fig(4) gives us a value of the number of annihilated par-
ticles with a very slight dif~erence. from the actual value s 
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Let us take an example. ~uppoQe that the in1ti~~ n~netic 
energy uf our positron is E0 = J.00 me2. .J..f we :::;t~rt nth 
100 po:::;itrons having thil in1t1'l energy, 18 of them wiJ.l 
be o.nnlh.t.""at~d while in motion according to .tt'ig(4). .~..f we 
start from E& : 10 mew, the total prvbability of annihila-
tion ~hou!d decrea~e to 12 % again according to the same 
figure. Hence the number of positrons annihilated between 
100 mc2 and 10 mc2 is 6 % • ( 18 % - 12 7~ ) • tsut the real 
number is a li ttile less than that because of the term E = 
(1 - e-Wo) - W0 • In the above case E& correspond~ to E • 
ln thig m~er we can construct the following table~ 
TA&LE 1 
~----·-· ··-----...... ., ............. , ... ··:·----·--·-· .. ---·················-----·····----·- .............. ·····r···--······· .. ·-·---·----------·-~-----· ~ . .. 
. ? ( mc2 ) 11 0 (E) = il..l!i0 J-WI..ISJ lro-N(E) _ 1- eWOtEI F 7D 
: . : lo 
. . ' .. ~.- ' . ·- .... ., .. .,___.. __ .......... ' ··-- ......... ...; . ., ....................... .............. ' ~-- .. "~"·---·---~ -·-·' -
J l 10 l 0.06 18% - 12~ 0.0582 94.18 = 
~ 
t I 





2 0.12 18% 6% 0.1131 j = - 88.69 
l -
I I 1 0.14 - 18% - 4% 0.1307 86.93 - I - I 
.6.5 0.16 = 18% - 2% U.l479 85.21 
0.1 0.18% = 18% - f . l<o, ~% 
U.l467 83.b3 
The fourth eo1umn represents the percentage of ~· 1aiiially 
a. ~:.a:·Q~ 1 ~ 3~ l(7-o .,_c.'&.. 
ltig-1\ ette:rey group of positronslwhich survive at energy E • (et.I) 
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The gr~~h i~lustrating the ~urviving ere nt age as a f~on 
of the klnetic energy f .t:"ositrun 1-=> given in 14'ig\5) 
... a s • 
Fi g( 5 ) 
a- Full curve shows the variation of surviving 
p~rc ntag s with the e gy , ordinat s being 
calculat e from C lumn.3 . ~ abl (1 ). 
b- o~ted curve shows the approximate value of 
this curve i.e. ordinates are taken from co-
lumn.a.of the same tab le • 
8~• · o-quanta annihilation of slow positron and positron 
1 life-time • :- The rate o destruction of very low velo-




.~here N is elect;ron density ( Fermi and Uhlenbeck) • 
The nuclear repulsion prevents the positron from reaching 
the inner part of the a.tvm. Therefore not all electrons 
are effective, so that N will lie between n and nZ , n being 
the number of atoms per unit volume. l:''or lead 
R.. 2.5 1u8 r sec.-1 \ l(f(Z I (68) 
For r. z we have R - 2. 1010 sec.-1 t heitler ) ( *) 
The total cross-section for this Jcype or t1.nn1hilation was 
(2A) 
calculated by Dirac and found equal to 
vvhere f = E/tt- , E = total energy of positron in the 
tem where elec Gron is at rest; f:=- mc2and r
0
: e2/t:;-' 
ltlrom this formulae .it'. Joliot (~) calculated the free 
sys-
path 
)\, of a positron in ma~ter for which the number of electrons 
per cm3 is ~ , to be 
Fvr a positron of 2Mev J 
2 
em . Whence = 3.1 em. 
1/Ncp 
~ from Dirac's formula= 0.115 lU-24 
in lead and 26 em. in water, whereas 
the ionosing ranges of an electron of this energy is 0.07 em. 
in lead and 0.9 em. in water. ln this way one can construct 
a table of corresponding calculated values of A and experi-
mental values of the ranges r for electrons or different 
* 
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kine (jic energie::s lying between 3 MeV and lu KeV. The pro-
bability of annihilation "P of the positron while its kinetic 
energy decreases from w1 and w2 because of the retard~tion 
t ralentissement ) in the material is given by 
·w 





.1\.nOWing the above mentioned tabular relation betwr3en r and .X 
we ~&DJ.integrate·. the::.r1ght_:·:aa1li side~·Of eiluation ( 7 ) • The 
calculation of this probability in unit time shows that the 
ratio P( W1, W2 )/ ~t increases as the kinetic energy o~ the 
positron decreases and reaches a constant value of about 2.9 
sec-1 in water beyond w
1 
equal to 100 ~ev • Blackett and 
Ucchialini(69 ) pointed out that the constancy of this ratio 
at low energies means that positron annihila·tion follows a 
law identical with that which applies to the disintegration 
of radioactive substance as function of time, Thus the cons-
tant of dematerialisation is defined by the relation 
(d~/N) 1/dt = -Jl = -2.9 109 sec.-1 
~ being the number of positron at time t, d~ = the number 
of positrons which disappear between t and t+dt • The •mean 
life-time• of·positrons in water is, therefore, equal to 1~= 
-10 
3. 5 10 se.o and 3. 8 10-ll in lead. 
·.[he actual life-time of a pos1 tron can be determined 
in cas&s where abrupt termination of ionising track can be 
seen to occur befure the velocity has fallen below the approp-
-35'-
riate ionisQtion limiLi e.g. from cloud track photographs 
in ~ magnetic field where there is ~n absence of low ener-
gy scattering • .JJeterminat;ion of individual life-time ta.nd 
~ statistic_! check upon the above " radioactive " descri~­
tion might be pos:oible by measurement in the'reg1on 0 - 100 
(46) 
KeV. Measurement of completed ranges of positron ·tiracks Will 
yield only minimum va.lues of positron life-time. ~or example 
for positrons of different energy • duration of the measurable 
track n - tmin is given below: 
Ek ( MeV ) t ( sec. ) 
(+&j 
3 0.7 10- in lea.d ( Joliot ) ' 
o.3 1o-11 
\E-8) 
1 • ( It'ermi-lthl(nbeckJ 
1;.2 10-8 
4'-s-) 
o.a in air ( Thibaud ) 
Section B':- The Equation of the vonservatiun of .t!inergy 
\' -
and Momentum for the ~ositron annihilation by Two-Quant~. 
1.1. Energy distribution of the annihilation in motion in 
the observation system. ( Electron is always assumed to be 
~t rest in this system ). 
For simplicity let us express the energy and 
the momenta in units of mc 2 and me respectively; assuming 
c • 1, m = 1 , the equa~ions of the conservation of energy 
and momentum become as follows: 
E + 1 : k1 t k2 





v·ihere k1 is the energy and momentum of the forward quantum, 
k2 is the energy ~d momentum of the backward quantum, and 
E, pare the total energy,and,the momentum of the positron. 
On the other hand, according to the solution of Dirac's re-
lc:o~otivistio equation for a free particle the total energy is 
given by E !!!- "' vp2 + r-2 
nhere p is equal to mvc!...p. - f 2 and f ;;. mc2; hence we can 
·nri te 
p = VE2- 1 ( 10) 
Inserting this value of p in the equations ( <& ) and ( 9), 1 t 
can be shown that 
wnere I is the angle between 
the two quanta. If we denote 
by ~ the angle which k1 makes 
niGh the direction of incoming 
.t-ositron and by 92 the one cor-
responding to k2, 0 = ~+ Q2 • F1;(6) 
( " ) 
k, 
(~)- For ~ = 1T and Ek i O, the left hand side of the equ-
~ 
ation is a maximum, hence k1 and k2)bound to have a maximum 
a. 
aniLminimum value respectively. The maximum and the minimum 
energy of the two quanta can be expressed in the followirgway: 
Since the two quanta are emitted in opposit directions, (S) 
becomes 
( 12) 
From ( ! ) and ( \2.) we obtain 
K.l = tc E + 1 +/B2 - 1 ) 
-VE2 k2 = iC E + 1 - 1 ) 
( 1.3) } 
( l4) 




It must be noted that the as~otic value of the energy of 
the forward quantum is still less than the value of one-
quantum anrihilation radiation by i mc2 = i MeV , assuming 
that the energy of single quantum for one-quantum annihila~ion 
radiation is 2 E +me • See Fig(7). 
For v = 0 from ( \3) and ( 11-) we obtain 
kl = k2 iiko :·1 
which corresponds to two-quanta annihilation at rest, and , 
each quantum in this case has an energy of mc2: i MeV. 
(o)-- For 0 /..rr, the right h&Jia,,side of ( ll) is a minimum 
when 
Then 
( l - cos9)min= 4/(E+l) ( \7) 
This corresponds to the minimum value of the possible angle 
between these two equal quanta(each>than k 0 ), which is given 
by 
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Or> substituting 
write Q:0 : Arc tg( 
~ 
2/(E-1) )~ 
, we can 
(\9) 
Table.2 • gives the numerical values of 00 for different E. 
TABLE2. 
- ~- " 
E(m~~-) 
~~ ... --~ 
.Ek( MeV ) tgQO Qo kla k2· (meG) 
.. - ·--· ·- -------· - -··-····-· ...... , ~- -~-~ .... _._ ,.._,_.,.., ... ,_ _ -
3/2 0.25 2 63° 34
1 
5/4 






0.75 I 1.333 49° 54 1 7/4 
·-
- •'·. 
45° 3 1· 1 G 
9 ····. -~-LJ 26u 5 
Huvvever, in the process of an.riililation in motion 
the probability of obtaining two quanta of equal energy 
is much smaller than that of two quanta emittted wi-th mi-
nimum and maximum energy. Therefore in neQrly all cases 
when a fast posi·tron is annihilated before it comes to rest 
one of the annihilation quanta acquires practically all the 
energy and the other quantum is very soft having only an 
energy ofbabout t MeV. fhe variat1on of the quantum energy 
as a function of energy of tho incoming positron is shown 
graphically in Fig(7). A frequency distribution curve(7o) 
2 
is given in Fig(8) for positrons of 4mc total energy. 
-40-
2 
o· % 3 4 E/mc~ 
Ft & · 9 · 
&.- abscissa show the energy of 
quantum in mc2 units. 
b- o-rdinate shows ·the intensity 
of that particular quantum in 
average intensity unit.. 
-4\-
!•2• The angular d.i..~tribut;..Lon uf the;; ann..Lhilt.~otion radiation 
in th~ observation s~stem. 
The angular distribution of the two-quanta 
process in the centre of gravi·liy system is isotropic. The 
r-vsitron and the electrvn both are .i.n mot1.u.u 1u th1.o";) ~ys­
tem with a veluc.i·t;y of v/2 -l·n' Op,t~O.ii»lte directions, and. , 
the centre of gravity moves relative to the observation 
system with a velocity determined by the energy of the po-
~itron in th~t system. 
f'l 
(a)- Let us c~ider. first a special ca~e where the two 
y_uan·lia. are emitted at right angle to the direction of moticn 
of the positron and the electron in the centre of gravity 
system. If the velocity of the centre •f gravity aystem 
is V, then the relation between the direction of the posit-
ron and the emitted quantum ••in th~t system ~n~ w in the 
observatiun sy~~em iw g.iven b~ 
V1- va'csin0 1 
tg9 = v - c coao1 
For the speci~l case 
Q.l = 908 
(20) 
maximum correspondance to ± 90° of the C.G system in the 
observation sy~tem is 
tgO _ 
vl _ y2 
v 
( V is expressed in terms of c units.) 
\21) 
If V = 0 we find 9 =7f/2 in the observer syswem • This 
-+2-
corres~ond~ to the annih~l-t~on at re~t for whlch thd angu-
lar distribution is spherical in both system. 
For V ~ 0, Q is a. funcbion of v and tnere1ore i~ a funct1on 
OfE a.lso. The relg,tionship between E and \[ can be obtained 
as follows : Let the momentum of the positron, coming with 
a tutal energy E, be ~1and the momentum of electron which is 
at rest( energy = mc2) be p 2 in the observer system, and 
Pl , P2 in the e.G system respectively. Hence 
pl. p 
P2 ; 0 
Pf. = - p~ 
(22) 
The J.orentz transformca.tion for the momenta follows the same 






From (2e) and (2.3), (24) 
p - VE : V 
and hence p : V(E+l) 
Substituting the value of p from ( 10) we obtain 
v =~::: 
-+~-
Inserting this value in (20) we obtain a relation betwe•Jn 
Q , Q1 and E but 1t 1s not practical in general.( A satis-
factory graphical method relating E to Q ( Q1 , Q2 )directly 
soon will be described). For the special case,0 1 = 90Rnd 
I 
K 1 = k2 ( in motion) from (2\) and (a6) g becomes 
tgQ :y2/(E-l) (l9) 
which is identical with the previously described value of 
00 for thia case. 
(b)- For Ghe general case k 1 ¢ k2 the value of the angle 
between the two quanta can be obtained in the following way: 
We know that the distribution of quanta in the observation 
is such that k1+ k2 = p for a given momentum. .tlence in 
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or 2 y2 _!_( X - p/2 ) + 4 = 1 
(,2 t2- p 2 










:and the eccentrlcity e = pf£ • The eccentric!~ 1~ thu~ 
a funct1 un of the poai trvn energy. For v __,._, 0 :~he locu:::s 
vf Q becomes a circle and for v 7 c the locus becomes a 
parabola whose equation is given by b =~ 
f~ 
For all energies oftpositron the angular and the energy dis-
tribution of the two quanta can be shown in one diagram. 
To be able to draw the different ellipses lyini between these 
two above limit oases corresponding to various energy valuesof 
E, fvr simplicity , it is necessa~ first to draw the para-
bola y2 ~ x , and after havini placed the maJor axis of the 
ellipse given by E+l on x , the minor axis can be determined 
from the intersection point of the line \¥1:aoa ~wi th~·the::.pa:ra-
bola: • 
t~iu& , 
Th~_ vectors.:- ~r these ellipses originating from 
the focus will determine the energy of the forward and the 
backward quanta,and,the angle which they make with the direc-
tion x Qf incoming positron. An illustration of this method 
is given in Fig( 10 ) • As seen the possible minimum and 
maximum value of the two quanta is limited by 
where x 0 = p/2. (the a-scissa of the center of the e~lipse. 1 £41 F; .. r r, 
Henca the energy of the backward quantum for different ener-
gies of positron, corresponding to this minimum limit will 
vary 9&'6-we•a --from one to half mc 2 as the total energy increa-
ses. In the case of two equal quanta different From ko = 1 
the angle Q~is b/xa and the measured values ckeck the pre-
viously calculated values of Q0 ( Cf. Table. 2.. ) 
' 
FIG . ro . 
' 
Tk.is f,·,ure.. ill11sb·a.t~s tke dt~l-r-ibuh·o~ ot en~-rs'J A-lt.~(; oL;-rt=~ho.....,. ct tlu. t-wo q_u11"l-a, 
rcs\J1t. ~3 ~To~ #-he. U.t1H1.;h.i/o.l-,~ o-F A. pof.~~ irt- J-W.ofu;'\.t lov- oLd·lt.rt....,.,f- c.a..e...-j•~~ f o,_ +t!.t.. 
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Section C:- The Cross-section for One-quantum Annihilation 
a~ a Function uf Energy. 
The prob~bility of one -qu_ntum annhilation 
was first calculated by Fermi and Uhlenbeck(~S) and found 
to be rather smaller than that of two-qua:nte. annihilation 
for a particle of the same enrgy. The cro~s-sect1on for 
th1~ proces~ is given approxim~tely by* 
and for relativistic energies the exact formula is 
(2G) 
2 
For a positron of 0.1 MeV the cross-section in lead is 25r0 
i.e. = 1/16 of that for two-quanta annihilation in motion. 
In two-quanti.41 annihll~3.tlon the croso:)-section increases as 
energy decreases; but in ene-qu~tum annihilatlon the cross-
section iacreases with increaae in po~itron energy up to 
t:~. cerca.in point and exhibitsa rather flat maximum round 
about mc2. The probability of one-quantUw annihilation is 
extremely small for slow positrons becau•e of the f~ct th~t 
they would never get near the K-shell Owving tv the repulsion 
of the nucleus. A curve il.i.usra.ting the cross-sec-tion as a 
function of the totQl energy of ~owitrvn is deduced theore-
tically by Jaeger and Hulme(~J). This is given in Fig( 11). 
- t7~ 
I 
Fi6 · 11 • 
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In this graph d 0 represent the cross-sec t.ton per ~1;i_Qm ca...L.-
culated by Born's a~proximativn. The oxact criterion for 
the vQlidicy of thi~ ap~rvximation is 
2-rr ~ = 2yp( -4zu 
where ~ = Z/137 and ~ = vjc. This condit~on holds also 
in the relativistic case where it is always satisfied except 
for very heavy elements, even then Z/137p'l)for p~l.However 
: t 
lo obtain an accurate value for the annihilation probability 
it is· necess~..ry to use a very accurate wave funct.ion in order 
to calculate the probability of an electrun in the K-shell 
making a transit.i~n to a state of negative energy. f.he cross-
section for that is represented by d • lhe difference i~ 
considerablt es.t-'ecially for low energy whee• the Born all.t~roxi-
mation is not v~lid. lhe correction factor is given by 
1 - « ~ex< rr- a;<: ) 
For slow po~.ttron annihllation the correction f~ctor is in 
(72) 
fact appreciably different from thi~. The doted curve shows 
the result whtn a nvn-rei~tivi~t~c nQve function is used. 
The rate of annihlatlvn ut· :tast .tJOSitr6ns by 
electrons in the 
(73) 
Bahbha- Hulme 
K-shel~ i.s the~reticall~<_ .. .Lnvt!stigated by 
-.. 
• All their calculatioruare valid for 
E ~ 2~, that is when the kinetic enel'gy Bk is not small 
compared with l =me~ i.e. f 'oJ 0.8 or gmater and also o(~l 
that is to say for element& of small atom1o number • 
-i9-
//i 1ih this restriction, the total number vf annini la.t.Lon 
processes with a beam of positrons of unit intensity f~lling 
on the atom i.e. annihilation croz::>-sec·tion due to el:ecurons 
In the limit of very large energies ~ ..-:w:IJ, and we obt~in 
for the cross-sect~~n 
which does not differ from the above more exact formula by 
more than 2?c for energie~ grea·ter than 100 mc2 abd the devi-
ation is less than lb% for energies greater th~n lU mc2 • 
A table of values of ?, is given belo~ fur tnv different 
energies ~nd v~rious elements. A comparison of the cross 
~eotion~ l-'er .atom fvr one-y_u.Qncurn and tno-quanta processes 
is also indicQted. 
TABLE.5. 
r------"·--·-· ....... ,- ... _.."'"'"'••·•.,.., _,,_,..,. . ....,,,u••••"• .. •"""'"''""'•'".,...~~"--•~" ~··• ·•• ···~ , ... ------
Total enerJ;G Cross-sections ~ 
E Oa All3 Fe26 Pb82 
2 mc 2 J. I 1.08 10-29 1.23 lo-28 3.93 10-27 1.2310-24 
?. 1.88 l0-24r 
--2;5 
\}l ~. 93 lU ' 




~1. 0.90 lo-25 u. 92 1o-24 
-so-
Aa seen from th~ ~bove tab!e, une~qu~ntum ~nhil~tLon is 
ll0£~igibl~ in~~ich~ materials;even for l~ad it i.;: .i.Jtill 
very much ..,maller t.nan that of tw•-"::.uanta: ,lt'Or ~ pos1tron 
with energie:. in the range 3 mc 2 - 2U mo~ th~;; un~-"l.u:.ntum 
annhilo.tion is about .167c of two-quantw. prooess,Jaeger-Hulme) 
and fnr .. i":V2mc~and lOOmc~ is about 5-6 percent(Bhabha-liulme) 
For o~gen the two-quanta process is greater by a factor 
of the order of 105 • 
The cross section for one -quantum annihil~tLon 
for a airongly bound electron i.e K-shell elecGron, and also 
L-shell electron, neglecting the screening by the outer 
( 68 ) ~ 
electrons, are given by Eermi-uhlenbeck • vL can be expr~ed 
by / l-Z2/W 
6 -~. -dd~--~--~ K • 32 ( 4-7Z2/W). 
where W is the energy of positron expressed in Ryqheras. 
For large energies W )105 ( about · 3 mc2), dL is at least 
a factor of 102 smaller than d K • { For pvs 1 trons of low energy 
acreening cQn nut be neglected. ) 
The rate of des ·bruc tiion for one quantum process 
is also given by the above author~. Numeric~l values of H 
•• for lead tiel given below. 1'hey indicate. that the positrons 
I 
which h~ve completely lost their ini~ial velocity can not 
iive rise to a hard component because of the very sm~ll 
rate for thi~ process at very low energie~. 
-6"1-





for one ~uantum proc~s~) 




10 . 108 
The rate of destruct1on for positrons annihilation at the 
. is begjrining of their pach )found to be higher since the proba-
bility for destruction is then much higher. But even the 
9 
maximum rate .pf 10 sugges~a very sm~11 to~al probabilit~ 
of destructiion by one quc:a.ntum process. To obtain an estirnate.,-
for a positron of 1 MeV,.r = O.C6 em in lead and time required 





bil 3 10-3. ity, As the au~hors poin·ted out, this result can . 
be increased appreciably by introducing relc..t~viat.ic correc-
tion in the calcula~ion of the cross section. For a positron 
uf energy of 1 MeV the rate value for transition to S-shell 
9 . I 7 
is 0.4 10 non-relativistic and 2.3 10 relativistic· 
Section D :- Ratio of One-quantum _.to· Two-quanta Annihile.tiln. 
Since there ~re twu K-electrons in an atom 
which may give rise to one-quantum annhilat~v.n and z electrona 
altogether which are c~pable of two-quant~ annih.Ll~tion, the 
ratio of the processes ;_iJ:1 according to the formulae giving b 
cross-sections per atom ( d' 1 , d 2 ) or per electron ( <11., <p 2 ), 
given by , 
-52-
(1/~2 = l 2/Z) ·~1ftp2 = ( o(oz ) 4 'XC () 
where o(0 1.;;;. the fine structure const:....nt and 1...._( Y") 
X c ( )= ,.p'- 1l t:-l!/3'( -4/3-C ( + 2H :(- l)-~lg({...cy;.1 )i] 
(+ 1 < (2-4 r+l) lg.<l'+<t2 -1 )i-\ l-3) <'( -1) i 
(70) 
As shown on the graph of A ( '() ag;.;.inst E,1lg~ the pronounced 
2 
maxirnum value of the curve .t..ies in the r;...nge 5-9 me which 
corres.t"onds 2-4 MeV k.inet1c energ.Y, and 'X( Y) has got a valu'"' 
... :f 1.3~ for wh1ch the rat.i.v of the tnv pruce~.:S-=>6.;;;» 1~ 0.185 
2 (' for lead. For E : 2 me i.e. ~ = u.s J.>AeV, \( ) : 1 and the 
ratio,of one-quantum annihilation to two-quanta annh~lat~on 
4 
as calculated from (~Z) in different materials is given 
in table. 4- • The results of Bhabha-Hulme are shown for com-
paris on 
~.rABLE. 4. 
-------~----···--·---·- -------................... -.............. - .. ---------------· 
z Oa All3 Fe2.6 .Pb82 , 
-·--"·-·~ ...... _ ...... .,_ ' --. ................ ·-·"'-"'•- ........................ .-.. .. .  
(t( Z) 4 
~ 
1.163 10-5 8.107 10-5 1.29 10-3 12.83 10-2; 
Bethe ( 2Cf1/Zf2) 
I 
4~ ..... . ~ ---~·-·· .... ._~ ... ···--~~ ,.._ ·-.. ~·· 
B-H <<1>1/Z~) 
10-2 .. I o.s74 1o-s 6.37 
« Because of a factor of 2 missing in the calculation of 
-5 
Bhabha~Hulme the result should bD 1.148 10 for oxygen, and, 
I 
12.74 l0-2ror lead which is in quite good agreement with ~ethe~ 
result. 
-53-
X c ~--)~zero ror r~ 1 which means that for very small emer-
gies of~sitrons,one-quantum annihilation is very improbable 
compared with the two-quanta type, fhis is in agreement 
with the result of ..tt'ermi-uhlenbeck t loc. cit.). Ace ording 
co their calculation , the cross-section is even smaller 
than Hethe's at low energjes owing to the repulsion,of the 
hav'e 
~ositron by the atomic field, and the screening effect. fhtse~ 
not been taken into account in bethe 1 s formula which are 
based on Born's approxima~ion. ( The screening will tend to 
diminish the probability for the outer shel~ still further; 
for Pb the probability of one quantum anrlhilation by the 
oucer electron is about 16% of that by -A-electron ( 70 )). 
·x. ( () reaches a very flat maximum valae of 1.2 over the 
region about 3 mc 2 to 20 mc 2 • '£he probability of the one-
quantum process over this whole energy range is proportional 
to that of the two-quanta annihilation e.g., for lead it 
amounts to 16% of the latter, whereas for air the one quantum 
annihilation is ext~emely rare, having about 10-5 times the 
probability of the ordinary two-quanta annihilation(~p)which 
( 72) 
is in good agreement with ~habha-~ulme result. At very 
high energies, the 1 ratio.11 decreases as 1/log(, i.e. the one 
quantum annihilation becomes less probable as well as the 
two-quanta one. .tc'or comparison, J 1 and d2 are illustrated 
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is given graphically in F'ig(l4) and~ l'·ig(l5). 'the va.lues 
of! 1 are deduced from curve in fig(ll), and t? 2 is numeri-
cally calculated by tr~nsfemng the curve of differential 
~robability into cross-section. The necessary procedure 
for that is to divide the ordine.ve of the Fig(3) by the number 
of electrons per cm3 and multiply by the enrgy loss per em 
of path given in Fig(l) • The numerical detail of the cal-
culations is shown in table.5 • 
0 l .max. 0 
' 




0.5! 1-~ 310 25 2.870 '1.2 2.354 
lL 2 279 22 2.306 1.25 1.935 
I 
3 195 I 23 
I 
1.661 1.1 1.862 
lO 11 40 42 0.617 0.505 
Remark :- The ratio ofone-quantum annihilation to two-quanta 
,should be expressed by 2/(Z-2). ~;cp2 instead of(2/Z}</?If1;_ 
because the two K-shell elctrons are included in the number z, 
and they can only give rise to one-quan·tum annihilation since 
they are so near to the nuclei. Hence the two-quanta annihila-
tion is Z-2 times probable and that is maximum. However the 
difference is small, only a few percent. 
--o()o-
- 5€,-
( 8 . A ) 




THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF i'7fU-QUANTA 
ANlmiiLATIO!r RADIATION ._. 
The purpose of this experimen~ was twp.--fold:: 
la) To make a more detailed investigation of the dire~ 
tiona or'the t.wo quanta produced by positron annihilat-ion 
a't rest .• 
lbl To attem.pt to reac-h a concluion on the existence: o-r 
t.wo-quanta annihilation in m.otion fr0111 the form o:r the 
angular distribution curwe. 
IinJ'%QYementa on early expe.r1menta were:: 
(1} The use of a source of much greater in~ity~ 
(2) the use of' a new counter of high r -ray efficiency 
and good directional resolution~ 
(3} the small resolving time of the recording circuits .. 
The llb.lti'ple Parallel Plate Gamma-ray C'ouater 
The low efficiency of the ordina~ Geiger~Uller 
~ounter for r -rays~ renders difficult and tedious any 
experiments involving Y-ray coincidences. M.ethois of 
~is work was carried out before Beringer•a paper came 
to our at:t.ent.ion. 
57 
increasing the efficiency by using an assembly of several 
('}It }15) 
plates with wires between them have been describ~previously. 
A new type of parallel plate counter was designed for this 
experiment. 
Fig. \G illustrates the construction. rhe counte~ 
is in the form of a pyramid of square cross-section. Slxtee~ 
copper platea, 1.! mm. thiQk, of edge varying from 1 1 to 3#.5 
5ere mounted lcm. apart in slots cut in two ebonite walls 
(A, B). The two other walls of the pyramid consisted of cop"~,er 
plates screwed to A,B. To form the anodes a tungsten wire 
II 
0.004 in diameter was threaded through holes drilled in A and 
B so that the wire occupied a central position between 
successive p~tes. The whole assemb~y w~s enclosed in a brass 
• lining t thick, the larger end-plate carrying a small 
filling tube and anode terminal. 
Tes~ of different mixtures showed that a filling 
of 7 em. argon and 1 em. alcohol gave satisfactory temperature 
stability. The operating potential was 975 volts with a 
plateau of about 50 volts. The low value of the latter was 
probably due to inaccuracies in the centralisation of the 
wires. A comparison of the efficiency of the counter with 
6Q 
that of G~ • counter was made by mounting a small CO 
sourc• at the apex of the pyramid and placing the G - M • 
·-,. 
-59-
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flG .lG 
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count;er in such a posi·tion that it subcended che same solid 
angle. The gain in efficiency depend0d on the filling, the 
factor being 12.5 for 9 em. to·~al pressure and 10.3 for 8 em. 
The reduction from the possible value of about 15 can be · 
attributed to inefficiency of collection of electrons from 
the ouiler regions of the larger sect;lona. ( This de.fect can 
be reme&ed by inserting two additional wires in these eecGions~ 
Bxperiment~l arrangement. 
Two counters of above construction were usea in 
c~ncidence; one of them-was fixed and the other rotated in 
a circle with the source as centre. The source was a copper 
wire ( cru64 ) of 2.6 mm • .in diameter, surrounded by AluminiUw 
1 mm.. thick ( sufficient to stop__ all posi trans ) placed at 
the apices of the pyramids. The anode wires of each counter 
were vertical and in the same plane as the souree. uver 50uu 
coincidence co~. ••re recorded in one ser.las of experiments. 
( resolving time of the circuit 0.9 ~ sec. ). The variation 
of the coinci~e counting rate with 0 , the angle between 
the axes of the counters, is shown in Fig.17 • The ordinate 
Kr is the number of real coincidences per minute, after cor-
rections for background ( cosmic rays_ and chance coincidences) 
and decay have been made._ The discrepecy from a single line 
at 180° is mainly due to the angular width of the counter. 
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directio~ , th~ate of real coincid~nces due tu the annihila-




to both counters, as one counter deviates by an angle ~ j 
from Q = 180°. 
Let Q0 be the half-angle subtended by counter 
lWhich is 10° in our case)then , 
f ~ 200- 2o< 
If we denote the.rate of real coinci~es by K , then r 
i :: X£ L = . x t < 1 - o< ) < 2Sl 
r 20o Go 
where 
is the number of single counts per min. in one eounter, 
~ , the efficiency of that counter ~ '-t.) , is the effective 
solid angle sub tended by the counter). The re1at1on (28) gives 
us twost~&Jt lines which intersect at o<-= 0 where K ::. 1C[ . r 
and meet the Q axis at 0 ::. ±. o< • 'If a0 is not small 
equation (~i)takea the form of 
2 . 
K ~ X~ J.L' Oo - 0( ) r 2 tg Qo (29) 
which gives two slightly curved lines. See f•'fJU7 d ) . 
The positive value of l{r outside the region 
180° ± 10° can be attributed to the effect of scattered 
.? 
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Kr , can be calculated in the foll~i~g way from the observed 
total numbei of coincidences let • The latter was assumed 
to be the sum of the fol~ing components: 
Kt .:: Kr +- Ks + Kc ~ Ksc "'" Ko 
where; 
K8 is the number of the chance coincidences due to the 
presence of the source, which is given by 
2n1n2-c 
where n1 , n 2 are the numbers of single counts in the first 
~ 
and second counter and ~ is the resolving time of the circuii 
Kf. is the number of chance coincidences due to the presence 
of the high background which is equal to 2a
1 
~ "l: where 
al , a2 are the number of cosmic ray counts per minute in 
each counter ( about 2000 /min. ) tl' 
~ is the number of chance coincidences between the source 
and cosmic rays which is equal to 2!:( n1a2 -t- naa1 ) 
~· is the number of genuine cosmia ray coincidence&. 
Inserting these values in the above equation we obt~in 
Kt 2 Kr -+ K0 T- 2-c( n 1 +al ) ( n2t-~) 
The quantities we measure in the presence of the source 
are N1~n1+ ~ , If-= n.1 + a..z. and Kt, and in the absence of 
the souree. we measure K·~ K + K, a , a. Therefore the 
0 <. I 1.. 




K = K - It- 2 t:l II K - a a ) r l;- l .z 11. 
K.._ :. ~ '"'t {. "", - K" )( ~""" - K ,__) ..t-:t" K"" ~ 
~ 0 • l '?o -1- ..,._, o--.-l ""'-"1.. 
s ~J.--- ~ ~ a....t ~ A:; cJ,....._..,.. • 
The results of the experiment are shown on the next page. 
The experimental value of the peak is slightly less 
than the estimated value Kr;:- XL • This dlfference might be·u.u 
64 cs3,7C.) due to the cu nuclear r- ray which produces single counts 
but not coincidences. 
If we denote the number Of nuclear r- rays by lr1 
and annihilation radiation quanta by N2 emitted in to 41f 
and the efficiency of the counter for both r- rays [,, i~ 
respectively , the number of single counts X detected in 
each.counter will be 
where 
(53) 
As we lmow there is one ( - quantum of 1.35 .lleV per 4:0 
positrons, and 2 ( -· quanta of 0.51 MeV per positron; 
Therefore: 2.5 
It was found,by comparison of the relative efficiency of the 
pyramid counter with differeDS sources of different energy, 
that for 0.5 MeV radiation only a factor of 5.6 was obtained 
in favour of the pyramid counter agains~ G ~ counter. 
Hence t ~21:.. 
l- l 
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9 , ~ l A. K 
'total-·count: cor~ected I corre'6tedfor · 
;per minute , for decay chance+oackg • 
I 
i 
32.1 32.1±146 24.78 
181; 28.3 : 28. 58:i:l. 53 2U.36 
27.1 27.79~1.65 19.o7 
182 26.4 27.21±1.52. 19.00 
178 25.4 26.55;kl.45 18.33 
183. 25.5 26.80±1.60 18.58 
177 23.9 25.42:1.51 17.20 
184 24.6 26. 35-*l. 52 18.:1)3 
J 
l 






22.0 1 23. 98:!:1. 51 15.76 I 185 I 
! 
! 175 ! : 19 • 4 7:t:l. 35 17.7 11.25 
I ·, I I 
I 
I I i ! I !190 18.8 i20.52*1.12 I 12.30 I j l ! I I 
I I i 
I jl70 14.0 1 16 • 02ikl.52 lt~• I 
! I 
160 9.3 ll1.00.2:U.60 I 2.78 200 10.1 12.46:tO.I1 4.24 
195 13.6 15.30;!:1.10 I 7.08 165 10.0 12.63d:1.0 4.41 
210 8.9 10.03~1.0 I 
1.81 
150 7.4 9.so:o.9 1.28 
Hence the presence of the nuclear y'- r~ys will reduce the 
value of the peak by 3~. 
The experiment gives no definite indication 
of radiations from the annihilation of positrons in motion· 
for the following reasons ; 
a- Small pro};labili ty ( cross sec:tion ) of annihilation in ~-'• 
motion at small energies , c·ompared with the annihilation a 
at. rest. 
b- The large compton scattering effect ·from the source and 
the surroundin~ for which the cross section variea with Z 
as in the case of two quanta &nnihilation. 
c- The low •ob.o1i:ange rate at the base line of the distri-
bution curve ( beyond 180° ± 90 ) which ~ntaUs ·. large 
statistical errors. Th~ is ~e the annihil~on in motion 
( mostly ) would be observable. 
For further investigation of this phenomenon a counter of 
even higher efficiency would be desirable. This could be a 
achieved by increasing t~e number of sections and using 
{77) 
lead plates of suitable thickness. 
- --o 0 o---
CHAPTERJfl 
THE STUDl OF ONE-QUANTUM ~£rllLATlON~ PART.I. 
In Chapter II we have seen that the cross section 
for one quant~ annihilation varies with z5 while the 
cross section for two -quanta annihilation vari_., as· z. 
This factor of z4 in the ratio of the cross sections means 
that one- quantum annihilation would be negligible in alum-
inium as compared with that in lead. Thus if absorption 
curves are taken with these two substances as annihilators 
one would expect a difference between the two curves which 
would be due to the greater number of hard ~-rays pro-
duced by one-quantum annihilation in lead. 
The experimental technique used for this experiment 
consisted of coincidence measurements in two counters between 
which an Al absorber of varying thickness could be ins•rted. 
They- ray energies were measured in terms of the range of 
the ·conver1i~d electrons in aluminium. The ratio of the 
number of real coincidences to the number obtained with no 
absorber was plotted against the energy of the (- rays. 
Apparatus: Two thin wallei.JJ'$1gxw counters were mi:i.de from 
a rectangular copper wave guide of dimensions 2-1• x 1 1 x 1t• 
-~-
The windows were formed by soldering en foils 0.001• thick, 
on to both sides of this cathode frame ~ 1.6 mm. thick J 
The anode was a 0.008' tungsten wire of lt• effective len~. 
ihe counters were filled with a mixture of alcohol and argon 
up to a total pressure of 7.5 em. in the ratio of li to 6 
em. respectively. Under these circumstances a plateau of-
200 volts minimum was obtainable at an operating voltage of 
1100- 1300 v •. 
Experime~ Arrangement: 
Two of the above counters were placed 4 mm.apart 
and the first counter window was covered with u.4 mm. of 
lead sheet. This ·absorbed any incident P- rays and also 
increased the efficiency of the counter ~y a factor of more 
than two. This factor was determined by measuring the effi-
ciency of the counter with and without the lead covering, 
using a standard Radium source of streagth u.6 me. The abso-
lute value of the efficiency ( with lead~ was fo~d by 
comparison with a G - K counter of known efficiency. The 
values obtained for 0.5 MeV and 1 MeV ( approx. ), were 
0.2 and 0.45 percent. 
The source consisted of an activated ou64 -foil 
' 
0.001• thick placed i• from the first. counter. When it waa 
covered on both sides with Al foil 1.6 mm. thick or Pb 
foil 4.4 mm. thick alternately ~ each thick enough to stop 
-69-
all the poaitrons) about 30SDO t~ 40,000 counts per min •. 
were recorded in the first counter. 
64 
A quick run within the life of one CU source gave a 
satisfactor,y result. Uai~the Pb ~ Al annihilator alter-
nately two absorption curves were obtained, the c~rve for 
Pb baing above the ~ curye. (see Fi£.18). 
We ahou~d expect the Pb curve te be above the Al curve 
fer the following reos.en: Let f' be the fact-or for the 
abllndance of one-quantum aBtlihilatien comparad to the two-
quantum so that £ <(< 1. Let us indicate the efficiene~ 
of the counter for one-quantum annihilation by f 1 ana :for 
the two-quantum process by t 
2 
• We should expect, :ro:r n 
JOSi trons, :u:r o:r one.-quantum annihilation and 2n(l-f') o:r the 
two-quanta type. Then the number of j 1 s which we weuli. 
detect in the same counter at 4X: solid angl.e is 
211(1-:f) t .l. +- Jlfl,i = n [ at.:t. + :r( €, -2~l)] _ --~~. 
From measurements of £ arMl t aa f'unctiona •'C the quantum 
J "L 
onergy we. know that l
1 
-2€2- 1a poai.ti.Ye. Further, i:f ~ 1a 
posi.t:l.ve (i.e. if the ana-quantum process occur8: ) , the 
additional tem :r( t
1 
-2 ~) is positive in ( 30). Thus the 
* lar&er :r is, the ireatar is ~>and hence the curye for Pb 
ia expec~ecl. to be slil}l.t.ly allove the curve fer Al. 
fe malta oerte.in that this d.1ffereaoe was real the experi-
ment was repea:te4 with ve.-q_ lena readinaa •. In order to reduce 
~he statis~ca~- error to a satisfactory value, especially at 
the sreater absorber thicknesses where the number ef co1nc14en-
oes per minute is very low, 10-15 hours continuous cotmtin& 
( ""'-c. ~ "'-'0 '1 ~ ~al..-~ v:.. tt::.... c., ~~ ) 
70 
s requir d for e~eh ~oint. ~1nee the half-. Ie th 
64 
v s nly .B hours it as neces~~r.y to u e 1fferent 
Fbr VCiriDUS 
ourc-es of light y dif:Iere ·t .. ze and di ·tan e ~th >POints 
of the a rption curv:e. 
To be ~re of the consi tency of th a paratus during 
ng counting p r1ods, s~gl counts in both counter re 
t k1 n for one minute and the effici ncy of th c-ounters was 
checked by means f the standard radium source after aeh 
lb 
1.1. 
5.0 5 . 5 
f\6 . 18 
At the t~e of performing this exp rim nt only one caler 
was a ail&ble and therefore sing~a counts and aoinc1d nee 
ounts could. not be macie 1m.ul.tan ous ly. 




(1) Single counts in both counliers without absorber. 
(2) Number of coincid,;nces with no absorber. 
(3) Number of coincidences with a given absorber thickness. 
(4) Single counts in both counGers with absorber. 
(5) Check of efficiency of counters. 
This procedure was repeated for each annihilator. The total 
number of coincidences divided by the time of observation 
was taken as the average rate of coincidences at the middle 
j.t 
of this interval, and the decay correction factor e was 
applied, t being the period, from the middle of one inter-
val to the middle of the next interval. It can be shown that 
the error involved in this assumption is smaller than 3% even 
for t = 19 hours. 
The chance coincidences from the source were 
ca.lculaced from the relation 2rtn2~ 1Where, -c is the resolving 
time of the recording circuit. This was measured and found 
to se 1... 65 F sec. ·.rhe same kind of decay correction was 
also applied to the chance coinc1dence counts; in this case 
2~t 
the correction factor waa e • ( The chance coincidences 
between cosmic rays and source were neglegted since the 
cosmic ray count. is extremely small; a maximum of 70-75 
pe;fuin~ach counter.) The true cosmic ray coincidences 
I 
were measured as a func~lon of the absorber thickness. 
The real number of coincidences ncfrom the 
. . ~ Y- lft' 
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source was obtained by subtractiug the sum of the calculated 
chance coincidences and measured cosmic ray coincidences 
from the total number of coincidences observed at a given 
. 
absorber thickness. The same procedure was applied to the 
' 
calculation of the intial pumber of coincidences N0 at zero 
absorber thickness. Each n
0 
was normalised to the corres-
~ ponding Nc • ( N0 was measured. separa~y for each n0 ). 
The ratio of no / Nc waw plotted against the 
absorber thickness the statis·tical accuracy being 1% ( See Fig~ 
The difference between the ordinates·of the two ~bsorpt~on 
curves for Z•B2 and Z=l3 lies between 6~ - 11% which is 
I 
much greater than the probable error. 
To ensure that this real dif~ce is not acci-
dental but due to positron annihilation , the experiment 
was repeated with a different source, not a positron emitter, 
60 
exactly under the same condi ti;ons. A cro source was found 
suitable for comparison because of its long life time(S years) 
(71)(4t,b, c). 
It emits two ( - rays of 1.155 and 1. 3M MeV and 8 -Pe.ys. 
j'' of b f 
When a sourde(few square mm. in size was wrapped with Al 
• 
64 
and Pb alternately as in the case of the Cu source, the 
same number of single counts was obtained in the first coun-
ter at the aame distance. rhe number of coincidences cor-
rected for background was plotted agains·t; absorber thickness 
after being normalised to the initial number of coincidences • 
T~ 11'\C't'e r~c.el'l r Vd tvc.S arc ,· •• n" 
; 
~ez-.. r.J .. 7'i (~ e f ) 
r '- , ' : '. ~ 
I. 
.2 .. ...... 






The resultJs are given in Fig. 20. • £he cwo absorption curves 
are identical in nature , they are parallel to each other, 
, 
~he Al curve being slightly above the Pb one. This 
discrepancy could be attributed to the difference in the 
superficial mass of the two annihilators.( 1.6 mm. Al 0.432 
gm/cm2 ; 0.4 mm. Pb 0.448 gm/om2 ). 
On the a~issae of the above graphs is indicated 
the energy of the electrons of range corresponding to the 
abeDrYer thickness. These figures were obtc.~oined from che 
.range-energy curve for homogenous.,_ rays as given in • The 
Science and Engineering of Nuclear Power " p.52 Fig. 1-24. 
To show that these figures are direoly applicable 
to our apparatus an absorption curve of p ~ rays of RaE 
was obtained • This curve had an end point 543 mg/cm2 Al 
which according to th0 table corresponds to an energy of 
1.32 KeV , in agreement with the known energy of these~ -rays. 
( In deriving the above figure
1
allowance was made for the 
three copper windows~ involved in the coincidenoes,each of 
c.)88 
whichi0.001 1 thick. The stopping power of the copper rela-
of 
tive to thatL aluminiUD\ was obtained by direct coml't~son of 
end-point measurements and half-value layers. Mean value 
of this factor was 4) • 
The experiment proves conclusively. the existence 
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point(" mainly due to the compton elctrons ) in the neigh-
bourhood of 1.3 MeV. It is not possible,however ,to make 
any quantita';tive analysis of the result or to compare it 
with theory, because it; is very difficult to assessthe 
effect Of the nuclear 0 - ray Which is now known to have 
an energy of 1.35 MeV. 
'rhere are other features of tihis experiment 
which rendllr very difficul·t; any atitempt to predict the 
shape of the absorpt1.on curve. !.rhe ( - ru.ys which are 
e 
incident on the wall of the first cvunter •re heterege~us 
and consist theoretically of the follewing components: 
(a) X-rays ~( K-radiation accompanying one-quantum annihi_ 
lation and K-e~tron capture ) 
(b) < i lleV( Backwards component of two-quanta annihilat:i. on 
in motion ) 
(c) i Me~ ( Two-quanta annihilation at rest ) 
(d) > i MeV ( Forward c·omponent of tno-quca.nta annihilc..ti on 
in motion ) 
(e) ) l Mev ( One-quantum annihilat~on in motion ) 
The i MeV radiation will form the larger part 
of these o - rays but even assuming that the incident beam 
e 
were homoge~ous the effect of the wall of the first couhter 
~ These most probably· will be stopped. by the counter 1 s 
window • 
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will be to produce a wide Yariation of energy ofthe.conver-
sion electrons.. The total thickness of the lead foil and 
copper window 1& of the order of the range of a l MeV elec-
tron. Photoelectrons produced inside the wall will lose 
energy berore reaching the inside of ·the first counter. 
For i llev. '(-rays in lead compton electrons and photo-
electrons are produced in approximately equal amounts. 
Therefore, in any case, :fifty percent of the recoil electrons 
will have energies varying from zero up to 340 KeV. ( lhese 
will also be affected by ener~ losses in the wall}. rhus 
the beam of electrons entering the first ctounter will have 
an arbitary energy distribution which will bear little 
resemblance ·to the .·energy distribution of the original i-
radiation. In addition to these considerations we have in 
this experiment large solid angles subtended by the counters 
and also a variation of counting efficiency with energy. 
The complexity of the problem is such that it is not possible 
to make any reliable escimate of the cross-aectio• for the 
two-quanta annihilation process by introducing ••r.r many 
approximations in der1viag the shape of the absorption curve •. 
~· difficulties due to the presenaa of the nuclear 
f -rays carr,. however,.. be eliminated by two methods; 
(1) The use of a positron source which has no nuclear y -rays 
(52,7&) 
(at least no (-rays of energy>l MeV) such as N13 • Since 
-7~-
N13 has a short life-time (11 min.) the experiment would 
have to be performed w1 th a continuous- supply produced by 
nuclear transformation e. g·. in conjunction with a high 
YOltage generator. (The department H.T. generator·was not 
in operation at that time). 
(2) The se~ration of the positron beams from the nuclear 
l( -radiation with the aid of a magnetic field. 
~is method was adopted and the exper:linent is 




CORREIATIION. BET.dEEN THE BETA.- ANil GAMMA-RADIATIONS 
EROM eue+ • 
One reason for selecting cu64 as the positron 
that the T' ... radi~hOt? C4liSS that of 
source was that it was thoughtt'g Q4 a pure annihilation 
~aQi&iiQ~ source. ln ever.y paper relating to uu64 published 
before 194' there is a positive assertion of the absence 
(67,6r,ro-.a) 
of~ nuclear{- rays. In a prelimina~ experiment we have 
done as a test of the source the absorption of f - radiation 
from ~u64 by a coincidence method shoved a prolonged tail 
up to 1.3 Mev which waa ascribed to the existence of the 
nuclear ( - ray (Fig. 2.1) ( The study of the end-point 
is given on a larger scale; it indicates the precise value 
of the maximum energy of the recoil uompton electrons which 
is equal to 1.105 - 0.015 .MeV. The intensity of the tail i'irst 
appearia to be too large to regard it as due to the hard com-
ponen;bf the annihilation radiation.) 
In this uhapter an addition~l experiment att~ng 
to relate this 
64: 
'( - ray to the energy scheme of uu Will be 
described. 
The apparatus used in this experiment consisted 
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having pole pieces of 2• in diameter l which provides· 3~vv 
Gauss at 1 amp. 3.5 em. pole gap ) and the same recording 
devices. 
• • Bxpermental Arrangement; The two counters were placed in 
the magnetic field. One was used for counting p - rays 
and wav placed in the pole gap with the window horizontal; 
the other was placed at right anglei to the first counter 
and separated from it by a few mm. This was used as a Y- ray 
counter with 0.4 mm lead covering on ·che window. The sourc~ 
/a.thick ~u64 foil of area 2x10 mm was mounted in the space 
between the two counters. ( See ~~ig·. 22. ) • l'he position 
of the source and the counters was adjusted so as to collect 
the maximum number of positrons ( or electrons) and )(-rays 
in the f3 and (ray counters respectively. ·rhe number of 
real ( f, ()coincidences was investigated for positrons and 
for electrons as a function of the energy of the;& particles. 
This was achieved by varying the field in direction and 
magnitude. 
'11he real number of (J3
1 
{>coincidences was obtained 
r 
from the following obs~vations : 
(1)- Number of single (-ray counts in the '(- ray counter. 
(2}- Number of single ( J+( ) counts in the /3- ray counter·. 
($- 1twnber of (- raj counts in the p - ray counter.\ The 
last was obtained by covering the thin window of the counter 
- 82-
(- ray Coon tn-
Th ilk G., vvaLL 
J 
/ 
s ... _, _____ 
r ' -
I t \ ' 
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flG. 22. 
with a lead sheet thick enough to Sl>p all the J3 - rays .Jn this 
case the change in the efficiency of the counter for r- rays 
is negligible because they enter the counter mos·tly through 
the same thick copper end-wall as in - case (2). 
( 4t- !:o:tal. number of coincidences between y:~.~ and · l (3+() 
{5~ Number of((-(Jcoincidences • 
. (4} and(5) include cosmic ray coincidences. ~herefore the 
difference between (4) and (5) would give the sum of 
a- Number of real (fi,()coinciden~es 
b- Number of chance coincidences from these f3 and f. 
(b) was calculated by means of the formula 2n1n2r, where 
nl- is the single "(count measured in (l), n2 is the single 
~count which can be obtained by subtracting ~3) from l2), 
and~ is the resolving time of the circuit which was measured 
and found to be l.65~sec.( Under these conditions, from a 
maximum of 25000 total single counts ·per minute the maximum 
total number of coincidences obtained was of the order of 
25 and 10 per minute for ;Brand ~-respectively).,ALC readings 
w~re taken for positrons and electrons alternately for each 
· .a ~hre.n. 
point corresponding to ~ke 4rffere~ field intensity 
(The· duration of observ.ation was l min. for single counts 
and 10 min. for coincidence counts,. The variation of the 
real number of (f' r ) coincidences with the energy (jf the 
positrons and electrons is- shown in Fig. a~ • 
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The ordi~a~te indicates the ratio of the number of ({J, ( ) 
coincidences to the number of single' c·ounts. The abscissa 
gives the value of the magnetic field s·trength. 
As we see from the graph there is a correlation 
between (- rays a.nd /of the order of r/to 5 positrons. 
This figure is uncertain at least by a factor of two, firstly 
becausefthe large statistical errors involved in such a low 
coincidence counting rate and secondly ~ecause of the uncer• 
taint~: of the energy of this a{- ray which will affect the 
• counter~ s efficiency. 
An attempt to determine the energy of the coinci-
ding(- rays was made by using a triple coincidence a~range­
ment: a pair of coincidence counters to measure the r- ray 
energy as a function of absorber thickness was set in coinci-
dence with the ~ ray counter • The experiment failed because 
of the very low coincidence rate' O.~er minute) which was 
recorded at zero absorber thickness. 
• If there was one to one corresponde.D.ce between (Bt and 
( the coincidence rate (;3, () would be equal to the 
/3 
efficiency of the (- ray counter. lienee in general 
,., _ \fi • r) ::.. r. ~ ,, - ft . 
where f~ l and t. = t ( E (' ) • 
-~-
An additional oheik on the measurement of the ( f3., 0 ) 
coincidences was made, repeating the experiment with slightly 
improved conditions. The collection of thep particles was 
localised to a small area of the p - ray counter • This was 
achieved by covering the thin window with a lead sheet l mm. 
• • thick which ~a a square aperture ~l x i in the middle, 
-where the efficiency of th$ counter is uniform. ( The vari-
_ation of the efficiency of the counter along the wirw is 
shown in Fig. 2.4 ) • The total number of chanQ.!._coincidences 
between 1. and 0, and , o and r was measured by means of 
64 a new method in which ~he ~ radiation from ~u was re-
placed by the J radiation emitted by a different source. 
The procedure was as follows : First of all the total num-
ber of (;8+YJsingle counts and ~-t-(), o coincidences from 
64 
~u were measured at a ce~ain field strength; afterwards 
RaE needles of different intensittea wrapped in ver.y thin 
Al foil were placed right on the top of the)9- ray counter 
underneath a lead screen over the aperture and their st~th 
was adjusted until the same number of .total single count• 
64 was obtained from the sum of uu (- rays ltd RaE j3 - rays • 
'rhen the number of coincidences were .. &e. measured also for 
this case. The difference between the two total coincidence 
:Uates gives directly the number of the real (J,, ()coincidences, 
64 • 
·rhe experiment was performed with a thin:~., .-au foil, i·: .. · u.OOl 
- i7-
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lt!J ,4 mm. \y 10 mm. in size. Fig. 27' shows the· result 'of 
this run. It indicates the correlat.L. on of y- rays with 
positrons in thw ratio of l to 10 • The apparent indepen-
dence of the (f3 , ()coincidence ~ate with positron energy 
suggests that this (- ray is of nuclear origin • irhe diffi --
culty of interpreting the result of this experiment arises 
from the fact that it is imposable to fit a nuclear (- ray, 
which is known to have an energy of 1.35 mev, in to the 
M A 
energy scheme of Cu • The values of M - A , where •· is 
M ~ 
the mass number and * is the atomic weight, forlthree isobar 
of mass 64 ( GU. 
' 
Zn t N1) are 
~u -507.4 lo-4 mass unit 
Zn -513.6 I • 
.Ni -525.6 • • 
The ~nergy available for the transmutation "~ ~.N~J is equal 
to 18.2 10-4/ ll 10-4 ::=. 1. 66 MeV • This accounts 
for the creation of the positron and its known maximum kinetic 
energy(eP .. eufl+). According to the latest investigation of 
of the Fermi distribution of cu64 positrons the probability 
of the existence of even a low energy nuclear r-- ray· is 
(84-) 
very sm~ll • ( The positron distribution at low energy 
differs from the b'~m.i distribution only by· 1 percent ; this 
discrepancy could be easily due to experimental error • ) 
The remaining possibility of interpretation of the result 
_could be to attribute this '(- ray to some type of annihilatiox 
radiation. However the accuracy of the present experiment is 
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CHAPTER VI 
Tli~ STu.JJY OF ONE-:-Q,UAN·rUM ANNIHILATION..- PART II. 
The separation of the positrons from the nuc-
lear t-rays of ou
64 
was achieved by the trochoidal method. 
This method was selected because it offered much greater 
efficiency of collection than methodl employing any ortho-
dox magnetic spectrometer. The latter instrument involves 
a small solid angle for collection in producing energy re-
IOlution and is a factor of lo-3 to lo-5 down in efficiency 
of collecting positrons on to a small target. thus the use 
of ~ spectrometer would have involved a source strength of 
the order of one curie which is impossible to obtain in the 
thickness and size re,uired for this experiment. 
~ection A:- The Trochoidal method. 
§. J. This technique of collecting particles by using 
the fringing field of an electromagnet was first introduced 
by ~. Thibaud(8S) specially for the study of positrons. 
The traJector.y of the particles emitted from a source which 
is placed in auch a field, posseanng an appreciable radial 
gradient, will be a trochoid if the initial velocity of the 
particles is perpendicular to the lines of force and in the 
-.9\-
median plQne. The magnitude of the precession ~ , which 
is caused by the existence of the radial field gradient'~n~ 
is proportional to the radius r of the elementary circular 
orbit of the particle ( defined by m~/r = H8VJ, is given by 
( 30) 
where H represents the field strength in the centre of the 
elementar,y orbit; l~H)r the variation of the field along r 
in the medic:an plane • lt'or a given charge, ~ will cause a 
displacement always in the same direction irrespective of 
the initial direction of em1a•ion and velocity of the par-
ticle" ;J:herefore in the case of a point source, all posi tror& 
emitted in the mediaD plane will be transported to the other 
end of the tube. But the fini·te size of the source will 
cause a loss which increases in the ratio of the source dia-
~eter to the magnitude of & . 
The total path L of the electron from the 
~ource to the diametrically opposite point will also be a 
function of the field intensity and gradient and is given 
2..nR 
by L = tAH ),_/ H f.3l) 
Here R is the radius of the mean circle. .,ee !'ig. 28 • 
( For R-=· ~O.,cm aad ~~.1.19 • .1! the most energetic positrons 
from ~u64 will travef a distance of approxim~tely 2 Xm • 
~ese figures are quoted from our experimental arrangement, 
further explanation will be given in the next paragraph. 
-92· 
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Ln the general case where the source emits particles 
in all directions and ~he initial velocities are no longer 
in the median plane, the path will depend upon the field 
variation in the transverse direction as well as in the 
radial direction and the trajectory of the electron,where 
the tUbea of force are transformed from~cylinde~ to a cone 
will be given by the equation 
rcos o<::. constant 
This is a geodesic of a surface of revolution and ~ is the 
angle which the initial velocity of the (3 particle makes 
with the meridian of the surface of revolution , r is the 
radius of the cone a~ a point where ~~ 0 , andi the value 
f9 
of the constant is determined by r,r0 corresponding)~= u • 
. .4-$ seen from Fig.Z1-54-tht path of the electrons is no 
longer helic;aoidal because of thE7'COnici ty. This express ion 
1 ~onicity a is defined by Thibau~ as being the half angle 
of the cone Which ismques~ion and the value of this angle 
w is given by 
tgc.v ~ r( 1-coaoc.)/1 e C2AsizlQ()/h \3)) 
2,. 
where 
1 = d-d0 and A = r.t1 (Bee fig. 31 • ) 
If we denote the value of the field at the point S by n 
and at M by Ho and the difference of the two by ~bh} it is 
possible to derive another relation for ~ i~erms of these 
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This relation holds for w and oc small; aiid as seen, the 
conicity of the tubes of force is not constant but varies 
as the pol• is approached. Substituting the above value 
of~ in~~3)and eoncidering the case where l:a,(a is the 
nl.d th of the gap of tihe magnet) we obtain a limi t;"
5
value 
0( given by 
sin f.4"'= t ~H/H)i 
This limit,angle will restrict the lateral oscn-
lation of the particles, hence. it will play a part on their 
collection. 1'\or a point source the efficient regt>n of emis-
sion is represented by the complementary volume of the double 
cone of aperture of(rr - 2 « m}. l::iee J.4'ig. 32. The .fraction 
uf particles collected can be expres~as the ratio of this 
volume v to the sphere. The numeri~al value of the frac-
tional yield will differ. from one SJStem to §~Ather. In our 
experimental arrangement,for 
! • li 1 and 6R/H s: 2.84 10-2 
I 
o( ,.-as found equal to 9• 36 
~nd the percentage yield given 
by V/4R corresponding to the 
above value of aim was equal to 
16.8 ;·. The experimental re-
sults of the measurement of the 
yield will be given later in detail·:~ .. 
Flb-·32-
-:%-
§.2.wparatus (a)- Gl~sgow university's 15 tons ~magnet 
was used to provide the neces~ary field. fhe pole diameter 
of this electrom~gnet w~a 2 feet and the gap between the 
poles was originally a• • H This was reduced to 4: later by 
the addition of two extra pole-pieces • fhe field intensity 
vbtainable in the 
IS ji•en· 
4 1 gap as a function of the current~in 
J:"ig. '3~.,. For the maximum value of 1 '= 40 A.. used here the 
magnetic field measured in the cent•• of the gap was 12000 
gauss. the r~dial distribution of the fiel~ 1n the med1an 
~lane and in the plane parallel to it each at an inch apart 
was studied for a• gap and the results are given in Jfig. ~b. 
The distribution of the lines of force was also obtained by 
the help of the iron filings method. After these two obser-
( see Fi~ 34 >· 
vations diagrams of the isofiel4s~were drawn from which the 
variation of the field and therefore the value the precession 
b could be determined. A kn~dge of the position for 
the best value of ~ determines the region in the inhomogene-
ous field for which the yield of particles is greatest. 
(b)- The magnetic separator was a seamless semicircular 
tube of copper, 1.5 mm. thick and 12i • mean radius having 
Q cross-section 3i1 in diameter{ The width of the gap was 
reduced to 4• in order to have the maximum field gradient 
within the cross-sectionQl area). Two flanges, were screwed 
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the source which couid be rotQted through 36u0 by mean~ of 
a vertical ground juint'l')· 1~ear tht: other e-nd of the: tube w~ 
another ground joint operating horizontally and having a 
possible rotacion of 18U0@)( This was us~to_carry the 
t~e ) 
~nihil~tors ~or the purpose ofnnain experiment • Fig. 55 • 
illustrates the constructxon. 
\.C)- A ~-ray counter was used for the determination of 
the efficiency of the separ~to~ in collecting v~rious~-
( 
particles ( positive and negative ) of different energies 
from ~ifferent sources. ~he cathode w~~ a copper cylinde~ 
1 mm. thick,2t•in diamet•r and 2i' long. ~he anode was a 
tungsten wire, 2' long>car~ing a smal! glas~ bead at the 
end near the window. !he window wa~ a very thin ~heet of 
mica l 2 mgrjcm2 ) sealed on to a thick bras~ ring which was 
soldered on to the cathode in order join the counter to the 
wagnetic separator. A rubber ring was inserted between the 
oounter and the tube to reduce the risk of fracture of the 
thin window. The counter Wa~ connected to the sep~r~tor 
through a narrow copper tube which permitted amultaneous 
dVacuation. The counter wa~ filled with a mixture of al-
oohol and argon to a total pressure of 6 om. in the ratio of 
l to 5 respectively. it gave a very flat and long plateau 
extending over a range in excess of 300 v. \.~he threshold 
voltage was fV 1200 ) • 
FIG .:,5 . 
§3._:re~_t o_~ the efficiency of th~---~-~~_rator • 
Observatio:m on th~ fraotion~l y1e1d. \ the r~tio 
of the number of particles collected to the number of p~r­
ticles emitted) showed that the efficiency of the separ~tor 
is a funt1on of the following factors; 
(1)- oource sht:~.pe and position in the tU.btS. 
~2)- The pos1tion of the tube in the field. 
~3)- ~-1eJ..d intens1 ty H. 
(4)- Pressure in the tube P. 
(5)- The energy of the particles E. 
1. Form of the source: Point sources are obviously the 
ideal type, but for various reasons they are impracticable. 
In the case of line sources the length must be along the 
field axis. A rotation of 90° reduces the yield by a factor 
2. The separator must be placed so that its centre of cur-
vature is at the mid-point of the gap and should be with its 
plane perpendicular to the axis of the magnetic field. Small 
displacements or rotations were found tO give rise to very 
large reductions in the yield factor • Especially Ghe tube 
~h< 
must be positioned with great accuracy in the field in~• to 
and fro • direction. 
The variation of the yield with the three dependent 
variabl~ H, P , and E is investigated in the following way: 
Y = f(H-); E,P o~stant. Y = f(P) ;E,H const. Y = f(E) ;H,P oonst. 
(01 
~. variation of the yield ~s ~ func~ion of the field in~en-
sity with 3 and P constant is shown in Fig. 36 • rhe source 
used in this test was RaEJE1 -rays , maximum energy of 1.3 
MeV _nd mean energy 0.3 M.eV • For a given value of P=Pl, the 
yield increases rapidly with the increasing H and tends to 
show a flat maximum at the higher H. For P2 smaller than 
P1 this maximum appears at smaller values of the tield and 
the new maximum yield Y 2 is greater than the previous max:ll 
The absolu·ceV.lue of the yield was determined by measuring 
directly the emission from the source with a rectangular coun-
ter and with the~ -ray counter attached to the separator 
and found equal to %16 and %30 for the pressures 1 mm. and 
0.01 mm.of mercur.r respectively. All of the figures quoted 
~re subject to a Pa~keP small correct~on due to the difference 
in the absorption of the w-1n491J Qn the .:cQun.:ter_,used with the 
separator and that on the counter used to measure directly 
the emission from the source. The latter was 30 mgr/cm2 in 
thickness but the correction is not large for RaE. 
4. y ~ f(P) E and H consliant • . 
I'f. 1s found that the yield rapidly increases with <l",~e~sing 
pressure down to a value of about 0.1 mm of Hg and-below that 
pressure it shows a rather slow increase along a plateau, see 
Fig. 37 ,a,. For this reason the pressure was kept as low as 
possible during the course the main experiment, since any 
change 1n pressure at low pressures does nut ~roduce any 
FIG- -36 · 
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FIG . 38 
(b) 
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appreciab"'"e effect ~n the counc.t.ng rate. ( FiG~~ - b ·) 
o. -y· -- f(E) ; H and P constant. 
Three different radioelements Co0U , RaE , Gu64 were used 
as sources to determine how the yield might depend on the 
energy of the radiation. 
RaE The best yield obtained in thbe experiments 
with very thin old radon needles was in excess of %30 and 
it was secured at P= O.Ol mm of Hg and is 27.5 A. 
An old nickel wire ( mainly cobalt ) source 
of about 100 Kev· mean energy and 0.4 Mev maximum energy was 
studied at the same pressure as radium(P.- 0.01 mm of Hg\ 
B~cause of the reduced energy of the ~ -rays a window cor-
rection of %30 was made. The measured yield for this source 
had a maximum value of %50 at i = 2.7 .5 A. 
The measured values of the two maximum yields for 
R..E ..nd Co 
60 
show that it is aasier to bring soft f - par;,;. 
ticles round the separator. This faot indicates that at 
the .t"ressures obtaining in the apparatus the length of to-
tal rath travelled by the p -rays is not a determining fac-
tor in ·the yield. ( The paths of the rays of Go 60 are on 
the average much longer than those of the particles from 
RaE). We can explain the result by considering particles 
which do not travel in the median plane. Those particles 
which are emitted at an angle to that plane will move to-
wards the~l of the separator. The chance of deflecting 
thew towards the median plane is greater for the particles 
of small energy. Hence pre~sumably the lower yield obtained 
t·or RaE is due to the fact that the high energy particles 
from this source are more frequently lost by striking the 
~all of the aeparator. 
(c)- cu64 : The above yields could have been more accu-
rately measured by adoptimg the \echnique now described 
for cu64 • In this second method of determining yield the 
errors due to window thickness and estimation of the solid 
angle employed were eliminated. The procedure was as follows: 
Tne source of cu64 was mounted at one end of the separator 
and the numbers of particles arriving at the other end were 
measured with the standard ~ -ray counter ( mica window) 
TAe tube pressure was 0.0005 mm of lig and the field current 
was set at i = 8 A, corresponding to 2160 gauss. ( Theae 
Values of the pressure and the field were chosen during the 
course of the main experiment because it provided the max. 
rate of counting. A curve indicating the distribution of 
of the intensity of the annihilation radia~ion as a function 
of the field is given in Fig. 39. ) • Next the saae source 
was placed at a point in the separator immediately above 
the counter( counter being still attached to the tube). 'fhe 
separator was evacuated to.the ssae pressure as before • 
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li~ get rid vff the e~e~trons from the source, 
(i1r provide the ~ame solid angle,approximately 4n,ror the 
pogitrons entering the counter. The number of counts -
obtained in the~e c1rcumstances nas corrected for the deca~ 
vf the source and the final ratio n(N was found to be %10 • 
rhe arrangement is suchrlthat the measured value of 1\J may be 
tvo high on account of penetration of the counter by nega-
tive (9 - ray~ before they 
~ 
pass a~ong the sep~rator in the 
the opposite direction to 
the positrons. b1ig. 4o • 
The source dista.Dce was~..~ 1 
em and H was r-J 200U gauss. 
Thus f , the radius of cur- N 
vature for the electron~ of aver~ge 
average e~~rgy 0.3 MeV.would 
be about l.~·cm which gives 
them a chance of penetrating 
$ 
FIG. 40· 
the counter. A method of allowing for the electron component 
of the counting rate( by comparison with the di~tribution 
vf the ~ - rays resulting from the annihilation of positron• 
as a function of the field intensity) was readily obtained 
~nd the corrected value of the yield w~s ~16 • ~t should be 
noted that this value of %16 would he raised slightly if 
101 
correction is made for the counts produ~ed by X-raya ( ~i 
X-rays from K-eapture ) and_ (-rays ( i{ -rad~lio4tt .... on c..,used 
by the ~nnihil~tion of-positrons in the soured and the sur-
roundings of the counter) • 
~action B:- Experiment on the Annihilation Radiation. 
f·l.Electroni4 Devices: These consisted of a coincidence 
circuit, two amplifying probeunits\ one for eQcu counter) 
tt.nd three •cale.rs ( Scaling Unit ·rype 200 A ) to measure 
the two single counts and coincidences ~ultaneously. The 
supply voltages for the amplifiers and the coincidence unit 
~•re obtained from the scalers. The mixing cirouit(lhe coin-
cident Unit Type 1035) was designed to give three positive 
outputs which were separaU!y fed to the three scalers. The 
coincidence output consisted of pulses of 20 volts in ampli-
titude which we~ produced when the two counters discharged 
amultaneoualy: a negative pulse from the first pro~unit 
( frobe Unit Type lll4),applied to the grid of the first 
valve,out thls triode off land~ the large wide positive pulse 
produced from the anode passed through a cathode follower, 
and after being differentiated by a condencer and resistence 
passed through a diode producing a positive p~~of 5 volts 
ampli'Q:itude across a resiscenGe. The prooesa is repeated 
for the second input and the resulting pulses are applied to 
the grid of a pentode which only takes anode current when the 
pulse amplituue exc0eds 6 volts • ~ence we can record a 
coinc1dence only when two axgle pulses are superimpose4 i.e 
vnly when the in.ut ~u1ses ~re coincident within the resol-
ving time of the circuit. The latter was determined by mea~ 
suring the chance coincidences produced by : 
a- two independent sources; lead shieding between the two 
counters. 
b- one source; counters set apart widely. 
The value of the resolving time was found to be 1•49 ~sec. 
and 1.50 (:sec. for method (a) and (b) respectively ,and 
checked from time to time during the course of experiment. 
The high voltage for the counters was supplied by 
a stabilised 2.2 KY power pack provided with the two po-
tantiometer ( P.U. Type 1007 ) which permitted independent 
adjuatmenv of the voltage on each counting tube. The two 
rectangular coincidence counters were the same as previously 
described. 
1.2. Experimental arrangement: Magnetic separator was 
mounted in its best position in the magnetic field; to close 
the counter end an aluminium aheet and a copper ring of the 
sam• total thickness as the (3 -ray counter flange w.ere 
screwed on to the tube and sealed carefully in order to keep 
the whole system vacuumtight. To reach a pressure of about 
1 -4 U mm. of Hg and to ensure the stability of the vac~ the 
system was continuously evacuated by the help of a single 
1)0 
stage oil diffusion pump backed with a Hivac. 
The source consisl;ed of a number of wires of u.01a• 
• diameter and 1 . length • Usually 5 or 6 such wires were used 
in one mounting to provide the required intensity. lt was 
found by experiment that the most efficient arrangement was 
Obtained by mounting these wires 5 mm. apart(parallel to 
each other and to the axis of the magnetic field) on a very 
thin tungsten wire suppurt at right angles to it. 
-In the presence of the magnetic field the positrons 
travelled round the separator and on striking the annihilator 
~above the flange produc~the source of radiation to be 
investigated. The annihilators were rectangular sheets of 
lea· d. and aluminium of nearly equal superficial mas a stuck 
together and screwed on to the horizontal ground joint. By 
rotating the knob either annihilator could be turned to re-
ceive the particles without interfering with the vacuum. 
A large lead block ( 31 byl51 ) was put on the nay ot· unwan-
ted y -rays from Ghe source between the two en& of the tube. 
The two coincidence counte~ screened to avoid 
interference, were set 3 mm. apart and acrewed on to a metal 
Rlate which could slide between the two metal bars f1xed 
on another metal plate • This arrang0ment allowed rotation 
~f the counter assembly around an axis parallel to the ~xis 
uf the field. With the help of this arrangement the dis-
tance of the counters and their angul~r position relative 
"' -
tu the source cou~d be ~dJU~ted ~~ required. As a resu.t 
uf the severa~ testo the m~ximum ratio of coincidences to 
oingle counts was obtained for the geomet~ in which ~·~5° 
-nd. d = J..tt ( Fig. 41 .• ). "The reasons for the counters 
being set as described were 
(a) to keep them out of the strong field, 
(b) to s·ubtend as l_..rge a solid angle at the source as pos~e. 
When they were placed verticea.lly baLun the wnnihil~tor the 
Loss of energy of the .secondary electrons in the thin copper 
walls was excessive since they all made sever~l passages 
through the counGer in the strong fringing field. 
Under these .. t.o rrd i ~ions ·· :~ at the beg~i:rining of 
.,, 
~·run the number of single counts in the fi~st anu second 
counte~were of the order of 40000 per minute and lOOOv/min. 
respectively and ~~proximately 500 cqincidences with no ab-
~orbers and about 25 at infinite absorber th~kness were ob-
tained . 
•• 3. Three senes o~ experimen~s were carried out,each 
involving several d.ifferenetJS in the method of taking and 
analysing the data. 
1- The first run was made withna single source of five wires. 
To: cover the ~Urll. range of the two absorption curves with 
lead and aluminium annhilaGors while employing only ~he one 
~o:ua;-cie and to maintain the consistency of the experimental 






FIG-. 41 . 
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period of ove~ 36 hours in ~ach c&se. Two meusurements on 
each point of each curve were taken in the couroe of decrea-
sing the thickness of absorber. The curves were studied up 
to the m~imum number of absorbers ( 12 of u.01• thickness 
eQch, which is the range vf 2 MeV electrons)which was well 
beyond the region of the possible maximum energy of the an-
nihilation radiations. 
The ~al number of coincidences was· c~lc~l~ted from 
the total number of observed coincidenceo by l:jut>trg,cting 
the chance coincidences and the cosmic-ray backgrvund • The 
latter was otudied in the new system as a function of the 
absorber thickness taking several hours measurement for 
each absorber. On the average the number of cosmic ray co-
~ncidl~nces llBried be1;ween 2 and 6 per minute for x ~ 12 
und x = 0 respectively. ( Here x is the absorber thickness) 
The readings in the presence of the source were 
~aken alternately for Pb and Al in the following order~ 
(a)- Ten minu~e readings for coincidences N0 a~ x~ 0 
fhe total count:::; were found to vary between"" 20 -SO I min. 
~s the number vf absorbers varied between 12 and 1 • 
lb)- b~multaneously with starting to count cvincidenceo the 
single counts were measured for a minut~ vr two. 
tc)- The number of coincidence~ N0 for x ~ 0 was measur~d 
at the begjnning, widdle and at the end of th~ run, ~nd 
t;hu O.ecay cor~·ection for each .tJOint was made referring to 
a single time origin. Each number of coincid~anc~ at an 
absorber thickness was corrected for cosmic rays and chance 
coincidences and decay and was normalised dividing by the 
number of coincidences at zero absorber thickness corrected 
for chance and cosmic ray coineidences. The result of this 
run is shown in .tt'ig.ltl • The ordinate indicates the ratio 
vf nc/No • ·rhe abscissa shows the number of aluminium al:sorbers. 
rhe absorp~ion curve obtained with lead annhilator is still 
above that for an almninium annihilator each ending more or 
les·s in the same point within the probable error • .Naturally 
in this method large stati~tical errors do not allow us to 
make further very definite conclusion. What we can say as 
a first approximation is this that th:e nuclear Y -rays do 
not produce an appreciable effect on the process we observed. 
This makes the previous observation more reliable .(Cf. Cttap.lf.). 
II- In order to reduce the statistical errors a single pair 
of pOinb.( one point on each curve) was. examined carefully 
with one set of wires as source. Because the maximUm rate 
of delivery of the sources from Harwell was one pe~~eak , 
full curves were obtained only after several months. 
The procedure of taking readings for each pair 
of poin~s was as follows: 
(~)- Number of coincidences at zero absorber was measured 
-\Jf .. 
, % 
0 Pb """' • La tor 





for 5 or 10 minutes. 
(b)- ~umber of single counts in the first and second counter 
was simultaneously measured wi~h(a) for the same period. i.e.~he 
three scalers were switched on and off exactly at the same~ma. 
(c)- .Number of coincidences at_absorber thickness x was 
I{ 
measured over a period of 5-6 hours. over 210 ~-=···nc,·cte.-aces we11.. n'"~·~~ 
n 
I 
(d)- Number of single counts in both counters was measured du- ~ 
rjni the first minute of (c)- { because the value of the single 
counts in the second counter varied with the absorber thick-
~ 1\0. of 
nesses ,about %lD and even thehsingle counts in the first coun-
ter was slightly affected by the presence of the absorbers.) 
(e)- Both single counts and coincidence counts were checked 
nearly every half ;-, hour in order to ensure the stability 
of the experimental arrangement. 
(f)- (a) and (b) wererepeated at the end of the run to avoid 
any accidental changes. 
·these long observations need a very eta bordte 
decay correction because of the short ~ife-time of the source. 
£he propee form of correction made for the decay, chance 





nc • Real number of coincidences per minute at an absorber 
thickness x • 
) = Decay constant for 
-4 9.01 10 per minute • 
64 
~u positrons which is equal to 
t2-tl -=Time interval during which the ittayal number of coin-
cidences . is · observed • 
nt = integral number of coinctdences. 
B = uosmic-ray· plus ordina~ b~ckgound coincidences/ min. 
nl : Number of single counts in the first counter at the ins-
l:an~ t . 1 . 
n2 = Number of single counts in· the second counter at t 1 • 
L = Resolving time of the coincidence.: circuit. 
In order to avoid any confusion the necessity of employing 
such formula is explained below: The square bracket indicate& 
the real number of~coincidences. The first term nt/t2-t1 
is the rate of average number of total coincidences as a 
result of an observation of duration t = t 2-tl • oince 
nt ~s the integral number of coincidences measured over a 
,t.>eriod t , the average number corresponds to a time t1+~ 
where ~m ( mean time ) is given by 
. 1 -~t _)"£. - e 
e = 
-c is onLy slightly differ~nt fnom. t/2 for ~", observation 
"WW 
of duration. . · 18.5 hours for which )t .: 1 • 
-\17-
e-'At/2 ~ 1/{e ... -::. 0.6065 , and e-;x~m:;. 1-1/e ~ o.l321 , 
lhu~ the difference between th~two is about 4,.o~. fherefore 
for the short readings of 10-20 minutes this difference is 
entirely negligible. Hence in such short readings the ave-
rage number of coincidences is regarded as ·· corresponding 
to ..:. time given by<t2-t1)'2 , but in every reading. exceeding 
half an hour the corrections are made by referring to "tm • 
The second term is the background correction for cosmic rays 
t..nd etc./ it is assumed to be constant per minute for each x 
at any time. fhe third term indicates the chance coinciden-
ces correction. The latter would occur with the rate of 
2n1n2r/60 per minute at the time origine and because of the 
decay the number would be 2n1 n2t:/60.i
2':Xt after a time t. 
During the time interval t 2- t 1 , the integral number of the 
chance coincidences would be 
Itl.--t"~.xt· z "t'\..l"t'\1.. -:;..- .e. clt' {,·o o 
Hence the rate of chance coincidences at the time t 1+ <:m 
will be 
The decay correction f'Or the. real number of coincidences 
referred to the moment t 1 + L'm was made relative to an 
arbitrar.y time origin t 0 from which t1, t2 are measured. 
-liS'-
The contef.'b' of the square br""cket hg,s to be multi}J-
lied by a factor eAl tl+~ ) which is equivalent to division 
-by 
which is equal to 
e-~tl ( 1_~( t2- tl )) 
'AC ~1) 
e-:\tl - .-~tg 
"l t2- tl ) 
The accurate values of 
-At 
e for 0 <(_~t ( 1 were obtained 
from a table .vsing up to five or six decimals. 
The numerical values c~lculated for 
each observations from the above formula aa given •n AppendilC·i'· 
.tt•ig. 43. ilustrates the result of the experiment '.arGer 
Wtre 
n,. and 1\. corrected and the ratio of n ;N plotted against 
·~ 7 e C 
the energy of iihe ·recoil electron& • The shape of the ab-
sorption curve in general agrees with the previous one , 
and confirms the results obtained before with a much in-
-
creased accuracy ( free of large statistical errors )iS«~r·~J 
From this graph, the following qualitative 
conclusions can be deduced at once : 
(l)- The difference of intensity between the two curves 
obtained with Pb and Al annihilators in favovrof lead proves 
the existence of one quantum annihilation. ( cf.Cllap'ter lV) 
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near the end point verifies that thi~ r~diatiun i• ~roduced 
only in a heavy annihilating medium in sufficient amount to 
be observed. 
~3)- A pronounced tail beyond the strong component of u.s 
MeV, in both materia~ indicates the existence of the two-
quanta. annihilation radiation in motion. 
To be able to make a quant~tative analysis of 
tht~curves an extrapolation back to the real zero absorber 
thickness is required. fhis was done firstly by plotting 
the logarithmic intensities against the energies, and allo-
wing for the two copper windows of u.001• thickness( 6&.~-~~ 
· om~~; 
In the case of aluminium the logarithmic absorp-
ti~~ cuwve could be easily decomposed into two nearly stra~ 
lines of different slopes. Neglectimg the latter which ia 
obviously ve~ small compared with the main radiation ~ See 
~·ig. 44 • ) a factor of lU was obtained from the extrapolation 
of the first line, undoubtedly due to the u.s Mev radiation. 
In the numerical calculation of the areas Sfb and SAl under 
the two curves for lead and aluminium , this factor of 10 
was taken into account. 
lf we denote the difference of areas SPb - sAl 
by s , the ratio of a/S from the measurement of these 
.,.,. t"IHii ,...,, 
areas was found ~equal to S% • ~rhis can b8 interpreted 
in the following way : 
,.,. 




















rn the case of Pb annihilator we have three types of radi ... tionl~·~, 
1. Two-quant~ annihilation r~diation at rest for which the 
~bsorption coefficient of the seconda~ electrons is denoted 
by~1 and the numerical value of t 1 can be obtained 
from the slope of the first line in the logarithmic plot of 
the absorption ourve. 
~. Two-quanta annihilation radiation in motion for which 
the absorpt1 on coefficient is f 2 • 
3. One-quantum annhilation radiation for which the absorp-
tion coefficient is L 3 • 
in the case of Al annihilator, according to the result of the 
experiment and the theory7 we have in practice the first two 
componentt. of the radiations only and not the third one lcross- · 
1
1 
section for low value of Z is ver,y small) • Then the area 
under the absorption curve obtaine~ when using Pb as annihi-
lator is given by 
X X X ~ 1 ydx = frol e-r.:. + 1102 • -r~. ~ + jl.3 s 
where I 01 , I 02 , I 0 3 are the intensities of 
-~x 
• l~ Jx 
-
the three 
types of radiation measured at zero absorber thickness • 
Then 
~l , i 2 , i 3 , are the intensities of the radiationa at 








we are dealing with values of x at which the intensitLeQ 
of the radiations are reduced to zero. tience we can reg~rd 





1o1 1o2 1o3 -+-+-
t-'1 t-'2 t3 
Qlld 
and 
h~re we are assuming that 1
02 
is the same for Al and ~b , 
which is true theoretically and is in essential agreement 
With the results. We deduce th•eefore that the difference 
of the ar;cas under the two curves is proportional to the 
intensity of the hard radiation due to the one~quantum am11-
hilation process; the factor of proportionality beimg the 
~osorption coefficient for th~t radiation and it can be mea-
s:ureQ. by the help of the logari thm.ic plot of the curve. 
Knowing the valu~ of t"- 1 and t' 2 as well~ we CtJ.n expr~•• ,j; 
the ratio of s/S as a function of these mea~urable quan-
tities and 10 3 • This is given by 
I Spb- SAl a I = 
8Al 
.. lo3 It:?> ----
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or, in order to in'l:·roduce the ratio of the absorption coefficienia 
this relation can be written ~ ('• . ..... ;;.,) . 
Io3 s/S = ___ .......... __ _ 
t;,1 t, (Iol- 1o2 f¥~) 
In this last rela·tion t I /Jv and f; / M~ are measured from 
(44) · ~ (, I l 
the graph and found equal toN o.015. and~ lU respectively. 
s/s nas determined from the ordinary absorption plot. 1'o . 
estimate the 1 03 in terms of i 02 , and ~ 01 another rela-
tion b~ween the three ia required. This c~ be obtained 
firstly from the ratio of the logarithmic intensities at 
zero absorber, extrapolated to the absolute zero absorber 
thicKness equal to .J..u..~ • which gives us ~02/ l 0 i ~~ As an 
alternative approach we can introduce the theoretical value 
of the cross-section 6 2 in order to obtain the equivalent 
vf an extra rel~tion connecting the quantities in the above 
equation. The justification for this step is found now to 
lie in the overall agreement which follows between our expe-
64 
rimental results and theory: for the vu source the annihila-
tion in motion would be mainly due to the positrons of energy 
2 
( on the a'Vftl.rage) 0.3 MeV and these have a range of 80 mgrtfm 
which correspond to 0.0073 em of range in le~d. fhere a~ 
approximately 3.2 1022 ato~per cm3 in lead and hence 2;3 1v20 
atoms in the range of the electrons\"~ 6 2 per atom in lead • 
-23 2 . -23 2U 
for ·Ek = 0.3 MeV is 2.2 10 em • .!\,~,. 2.2x2.3xlU x 18 
*cr. ~hapter II. Fig. 13 • 
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which is equal to 5.10-3 • ~f we take thi~ value of ~ 
1( 
as the ratiiO of two-quanta annihilation in mvtion~to "at rest • 
and substiiude in:.the following relation 
Io3 
a/S = ---------------------0.015 ( r 01 - 10 I 02) 
we will have 
Ie2 
( O.Ol:S - 0.15 ,. ~ 5~ 
0.005 J = 
Flnally aa the ra~oof one-quantum annihilation in motion to 
two-quant~ annihilation we obtains 
I oz -
~ - 16:k 
Io2 -
As we have seen in ~hapter II the theo~etic~l value of the 
ratio of the two cross-sections c~lcul~te4 on th~ basts oft~~ 
Bvrn app~oximation for both processes h~s a maximum limit of 




over '6-k-e all 
The actual value of the average cross-sections 
64 
for the uu positrons could be cc;.lculated / 
energies, from 
E.-u . 
~_/¥(E). 6' {E) dE 
j<•P(E) dE 
0 
or,to a first approximQtion , the r~tio of the average cross-
~ections (G1)A I (da)A will be equal to 
·11 
ZN<ifd (El 
L~l • l 
i .N (~) J (E.) 
~:.I ~ .2 L 
= 
N{E)C (E)+ N(E)& (f)+ •••• ef-N{E)J (E) 
1 1 1 1 2 2 l 2 n n 1 n 
-llb-
nhere; 
P(E) is the 64 energy distribution of vU positrvn~, ~d 
~(E):number of the positruns at a given energy; this w~D 
obtained frum a curve illustrating the momentum spectrum 
··of the positrons from ~u64 C 5'-4 ) , and G1 ~E), d 2CE) are 
the cross-sections as a funct~on of energy for one and two 
quanta annhilation procesasand their numerical valu~were 
taken from the .tt'ig. I~ • ~rhe result of the numerico.l cal-
culations glv83 a vu.lue of 10% as t1/d2)A.which 1siW\fairly 
tne.. 
good agreement with the r~tio of intensities obtained frum 
the result of our observations. As a further JUStification 
of this comparison 1 t would be nee·es.S'ary to show thc:a.t these 
two ratios are identical, i.~. 10 '6/ !1;02 :61;62 • 
Let us sup~ose that originally we have N0 -posit-
rons and let us aswume that all these positrons will annihi-
late in the medium concerned; then considering that we have 
as 
mlnhomogeneous beam of positrona we can regard them;being 
absorbed exponentially. ~~~gt a subs t;ance of dens1 ty J the 
absorption ~os i trons ea¥- be Mscwi~ by ~he •lfu..,t-ioo 
.N =~o. .-~m 
where , ~ is the mae. absorption cefficient, m ~s the super-
ficial mass of the absorber i.e. annhilating material, ~ is 
the number of positrons which · survive-&~;. Thus the number 
of positrons which is annihilated will be ~ 0- N • 




intensity of the annihilauion rad.iacion which is produced 
will be proportional to this quan~ity. On the other hand, 
by definition, the cross-section is the absoption coeffi-
cient ~er atom ( or per electron). If we denote the num-
ber of atoms per om3 of the annihilating material by n , 
the oros&l-section per atom C will be equal f:/n , hencetJ, 
the intensi~y of ¥ -rays produced in a given macerial will 
be 
1 ~ ndN0 m/f 
In lead the component of annihilation radiation due to one-
~uantum process will be 
of thai-
an{ due to the two-quanta process will be 
i2= n(2N0m/f 
and the number of detected quanta will be proportional to 
efficienc~es of the coun~er for both radiations , It ... is known 
tbal-. • 
• Henc0 th~ ratio of~n~ensities is the same 
as the ratio of the cross sections • 
• 
~ cJJ,~luf!. intc.~~i ty oP. the <!.o•'nci~~t~Cts kt'-;<.h art -m .. a.~ft.~ ce"' loc qcrf'~~--
~n ter~r~s of lite. r•"'•"'e4tr.s W"i<." are ;.,ul.fed In ~c t1Crcr/"'e"1tL.. arr~~,e .. e•d. 
t\o ;,the.. "u~b•r ofd~e,.,. rt' c., '"" rn41'trl4l of co&JktrY, ~ • C-'4ts-~e.~.Jt.,. for 
Co'"'fi'*' .a"'.l 't~ol:.•- U.ec+r•" ( 4K 6tl'rd!j~ CotM b ,..,.,. cl o"~ "t»U\t J, l.. LOtJ."'iMr LoMslc!•f-
A 111cliortt•t Ne,skl- ~llt-J h1a S&&('tff·c.t·~L "'-'6\S oJ.t"~ ""'";";••+·., 
fro~-.cul .;.. ~ .t ~""'-"· 
rt..: 
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Avart from the 1ntens1ty of the radiatiOns the 
energy value of the '> -rays due to one-quantum annihila-
l-
tion seems to agree quite well with theoretical prediction. 
··The end point obtained from the logarithmic plot, and at~ 
w&~~ from the ordinary plot of the absorption curve ten~ 
to be between six or se~en absorbe~which correspond to 
~ I. I 
: 11 




'5ee range~; equivalents of 1.13 and 1.27 MeV respectively. 1 
S~nce the cross-section for compton electrons is much higher 
than the cross section for photoelectrons for ~ -rays of 
energy about 1 MeV we can assume to a first approximat~on 







ranges of compton electrons• I~ we assume that the oollis-
. )l 
ions are head-on (9::: "if, f:O), B :.2h Y.,~(l + Bo(), where · f 
2 ' ~I 
\y' '::.. h ~/me • From this :formula we f'illcl that for the measurei. 
value o! E, h Yo :.: 1.34 MeV. On the other hand, for a 
po~itr~n of energy 0.66 MeV, the maximum energy of annihilation 
radiation 1a h Vc -.:. im c2-r 111c2 + 11. = 1.41 MeV, which is in max It 
iOOd agreement with the above value. ~oteeleotrons correapondi~ 
8! 
to this eneriY would &ive us, if we take into account the ! 
I 
binding eneray of the K-ahell, a minimum ef 1.31 MeV reco~l 
ener£Y. If we took the end-point as corresponding to ~ •• 7 
absorber this would be-uivalent to an enerar •~ 1.27 MeV. 







To make certainfthe existence of the hard compo-
nent due to the two-quanta annihilation in motion since , 
this radiation appe~ra in both curves taken with lead and 
.. ~.iuminium annn~lator ' a comparison between the result for 
64 a Cu source and that of a source of t-ray, emi~ of 
• energy near 0.5 MeV t~rould be desirable. Fior that purpose 
a Sn source, known to emit 0.6 MeV Y -rays was tried 
first and found to e~it a strong tail up to 1.2 MeV range. 
This was in disagreement with tabulated data but it may have 
been due to impurity or deficiency in previous work. Next 
..... very thoroughly studied source Au198, which emits f-
(g,_.) 
radiation of energy 0.41 was chosen • A small piece 
uf gold foil, activated in the pil~, was mounted on the an-
nihilators after being covered with a ~hin mica sheet. The 
absorption measurements were carried out in exactly identi-
cal circumstances as that ~ for cu64 source • The number 
of coincidences were measured even for the high value,._of 
the absorber thickness -J ·). The results are shown in b'ig. 45 • 
A~ seen from the graph a very flat b~ckground was obtained 
up to the second absorber in coming down to the zero absor-
ber. This finding is entirely different from the case of 
t,u.£,4. 
• The ideal thing to have would be a non-positron emitter 
source of 051 MeV (--ray, but2~uch source of acourat.ly 
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Another difference Wa.;;;, the intensi·ty of the bac.K:grounu. 
It was by Q factvr uf 5 h1gher them the backgruund which w~s 
obtained with c.;u64 • This was true when the number of coin-
cidences from botli radiations ( Cu64 and 
198 . 
Au ) were norma-
lised to the number of coincidences at zero absorber. ·However 
the effect of the counters windows for both radiations had 
~till to be taken into account.'.i:o be sure about this rela-
tively high background one more absorptipn curve with gold 
was taken by mounting the source on the lead annhilator. The 
reault was nearly the same as €or 
slightly below the Al curve) • 
Al,(fb curve being 
Frum the logarithmic plot of the absorption curves 
for gold, extrapolated to zero window thickness, it was found 
chat an additional factor of abouG 2 seemed necessary for 
the normalisation of the number of coincidences from gold 
source with that of copper source in order that the back-
ground intensities ahould be the same. fo obtain the precise 
value for the window correction the following experiment 
was planned and carried out with both sources cu64and Au19~ 
·rhe two square counters,a.&a used for "Ghe previous experiment, 
were mounted in a flask ·: .. w:H··h· the ::.sa-.m~ geometry as:in the 
f:he 
~revious setting, andAtwo windows facing each other were 
removad. The whole assembly was evacuated and filled with 




mpunted alvernGttely on the fJ.ask ( See Fig. 46 . ) being 
-·~rapped wi ~h a. sheet of lead and both being aT; the s~e 
dis Ganoe from the first countier. ~.rhe number of coincidences 
w~.: measured and also the single counts readings were taken 
in both counters and the relative coincidence intensities 
were calculated in terms of th~ single counts for both sources. 
The same process le8i jrepeated after· inserting two copper foils 
of 0.001 1 thick each(which is t~e equivalent of the two win-
dow thickness)· in~to the space between the two counters. 
:rhis simulated the windows used in normal pracGice. 'fhe whole 
sys~em was again evacuated and refilled as usual. In the 
latter case the relative number of coincidences wes reduce~~m 
36.6% to 1.81 % for gold,and., from 39.8 % to 4.29 % for 
copper. This implies a correction by a factor of 2.37 for 
gold. In~dentally it should be noted that the ratio of 
39.8/4.29 gives a factor o·r 9.25 for the extrapolation 
of the annhilation radiation to tke zero window thickness. 
This is in goog agreement with the:, fact6r of 10 which we 
accepted earlier in the analysis of our ourves. 
To make sure that the two counters with no win-
dow present do not cause any additional coincidences due to 
the sympathetic discharge ( induced say by photo-emission) 
the same test was repeated with a very thin aluminium foil 




FIG. 46 . 
-I.*-
to the number of single counts p0r minute for Au and for Cu 
' . 
1fe\.s 23.2 1~ and 24.7 %respectively. The agreement of the 
two ratios among themselves ve:nfies that·the two ratios ob-
~ained with no windmw are free of errors. ( ·The 
reduction tn · the value of the tati.os· when Al foil is used 
is m_inly due to the scattering effect). Having traced 2.37 
~arts of the factor of 5 in backg~Qun4 intensity ratio we 
can proceed fu~ther to explain the high backgroung in the 
case of the gold source. ~hus it can be definitely assumed 
that the remaining b~ckground in each case ( cu64and Au198J 
is due tu the : 
(a)- Double Compton process. 
(u)- Double Photo process. 
By (a) we understand that a compton process at one counter 
yields a secondary electron/which triggers it and a softer 
quantum ~ich succeeds in triggering the other counter. 
By (b) we mean that an act of pJioto-eleotric absorpti.on gives 
a triggering photo-electron and an X-ray quantum ( normally 
K-level) which triggers the second counter. The first or 
these p~ocesses will obviously not vary raPidly with quantuD 
energy , 'but i; .. is known that the cross section for the photw-
electric effeet varies with the -7/2 · power of the en•rgy 
of the incident (-rays 
¢ ~ 'Po(l~~ 4 (2 ( e-I k )7/2 
-1~-
Hence for the ratio of the crvss-sect~ons, Qau I<P~~ we 
obtain a factor of 
where kcu - 0.51 MeV and kAu = 0.41 MeV • We have 
therefore a definite explanation of the relatively high 
background on the absorption curve for gold since f= 2.1 
is very cltse to the ratio of 5 to 2.37 , the required fac-
tor of normalisation for zero window thickness for both1: 
radiations ( gold and c~pper o"'-rays). 
Furthermore the very close agreement means that 
the remaining background in both cases is due to the photo-
electron- Xray coincidences and not to the compton electron-
y· -ray. coincidences. fn other words the double compton 
effect is negligible beside the double photo effect.· Suffi-
ciently careful study of the rate of diminution of the back-
ground intensity with aluminium absorbers should give a coef-
ficient of absorption corresponding to the K X-ra7s of lead. 
III - As an addi~ional check on the main experiment and 
in order to avoid any systematic erro~ in the • long run • 
technique , the relative intensities of the ¥ -radiations 
produced in lead and aluminium as annhilators, were alter-
nately measured ever,y minute and the sums of the total number 
of coincidences per minute plotted against the absorber thick-
nesses;Fig. 47 • shows the consistency of the nature of the 
"' ... 
- IJh .. 
·--
Fl& . 47. 
,, 
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Section C:- Gener~~ Remarks and ~onc~uaivns • 
The experimental results seem to exhibit an ade-
- quate proof of the existence of hard radiation from the 
annihilation of positrons at a nucleus. This • one-quantum 
annihilation•radiation is observable only .when a heavy subs-
. ··~ tanceiused as an annihilator. The experiments establish 
also very definite17 the existence of radia~ion produced in 
the process of two-quanta annihilation in motion • The ratio 
of the intensity of single quantum radiation to that of the 
two-quanta radiation in motion agrees with the theoretical 
value within a factor·of two. 
Moreover, the comparison of the results obtained 
in studying the absorption of the radiations produced by 
(a) a total source of Cu64 ( cf. Chapter Iv ) , and, 
64 
(b) The positrons only from source Cu ( cf.Cliapter vl ), 
shows that the effect of any nuclear ( -radiat;ion ascribed 
to the source is quite negligible. This close agreement 
in the two studies throws considerable doubt on the resultSof 
Dgutsoh for cu64 radiations. This remark is supported to 




PROPOSALS ,t.·OR i' uTuRE IlivESTl\IA1'J.014S # 
!n this chapter a list of suggestions will be given 
for further experiments on the annihilation of positrons. 
Flrs~o~all we shall mention those which arise as a result 
of our own work. For the most part they will show that it 
ls d•sirable to prosecute experiments of a type amilar to 
lihose described here but with improved experimental condi-
tions or with rather different methods, not possible to put 
~nto practice or adopt during the courae of the present work. 
Afterwards we shall pass on to suggestions for experiments 
on points which have been neglected or not clearly estab-
lished so far in connection with ~ positron annihilation 
in general. 
(A): 1- An investigation of the angular distribution of 
·the two-quanta annihilation radiation as a function of the 
energy of the positrons is of importance. This introduces 
• t;}le necessi_ty_ of obtaining positron sourcea of different 
• 
A list ot the positron emitters with histograms showing the 
life-time and ~he energy distribution among these substAnces 
is given in Appendix.x 
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energies and suitable life-times, or obtaining sufficiently 
intense sourc~ to permmt magnetic resolution of the posit-
rons. l'his second possibility is preferred because it allows 
us to define the direction of incidence of the positrons ; 
the experiment also requires very high efficiency counters 
( tor r- radiation ) of small solid angle such as crystal 
plus photomultiplier counters. The study of the various 
angular distribution curves normalised at the peak might 
produce interesting resul~/such as the variations of the 
probability of annihilation in motion with energy or 
the cross-section for the two-quanta annihilation process. 
~- ~tudy of one-quantum annihilatioa by ta)- the routine 
coincidence absorption method using a ve~ slow positr~n 
source for which the two-quanta annihilation in motion is 
negligible. it was hoped that 59 ~i tabulated as a source 
of upper energy 50 ~ev,would be used. ~o such material was 
obtained in lo~erm irradiation of nickel in the tiarwell 
pile. (b)- detecting the coincidences between the one-quan_ 
tum annihilation radiation and the X-ray produced in the 
annihilating material ( because a K-electron will be missing 
~fter annihilation takes place). High efficiency propor-
tional counters filled with krypton or xenen to make them 
~•nsitive to X-rays, are preferable as detectors. ~eter-
mination of the energy of the X-ray characteristic of the 
-140 .... 
annihilating material could be ma.de d~rectly by Uoing the 
proportional ·tube calibrated with known radiations. Une of 
the complicating features is the presence of strong r- radi-
ation_ ( O.bl Mev ) and we need to separate the pulses due 
to the X-rays from the l -ray. pL1l~es. 'l'heltfore the cylinder._ 
should be of a light material such as carbon to reduce photo-
electric effect :from it relative to the gas effect. a:aince 
the x-ray pulses will be of nearly uniform amplitude the 
use of a pulse amplitude selector will automatically rid us 
Of much Of the r· -ray effect. Again it is possible to use 
a special system of counters within a container; the inner 
one ( Jfig. 4'a ) is made of wires parallel to the axis of re-
volution and it is surrounded by a set of counters. Yossible 
improvements achieved with this system are; \1) reduced ~­
effect since this occurs at outer wall and outer tubes are 
in anti-coincidence; (ii) reduced wall e~fect for X-rays. 
~ere most of the counts of the counter, corrected by anti-
coincidence, are due to absorption of X-rays in the gas. 
Again the pulse ~plitude measures the x-ray energy when 
used proportionally. 
3- ( r , r ) correlatiOn from \.iU 64 cOUld be checked very tho·.-
roughly with the help of the trochoidal method. A seperator 
preferably semi-circular as used in the present work, can 
be placed in the fringing field of the magnet with a pair 




FiG. 49 . 
FIG- ·9'· 
- lt2.-
of coincidence counters to measure lihe energy or the '( -1:ays 
and a thin window f- tube which is used to detect the posit-
~~"'49· rons or the electrons. The single counter is connected to 
I 
the first two in coincidence to give (A, (1 and\ J, f) .coinci-
dence· rates. This arrangement is satisfactory in the sence 
·- -r that it operates with nearly whole emission off or 1~ par-
ticles but it separates from other in~erfering effects. 
( 64 4- ~tudy of -radiations from vU by means of ann~~ 
~~ spectrometer abi by changing the annihilating material 
around the source. altiOugh the mean energy of the annihila+ 
tion radiatiOn\GD&-quantum proces~) and the nuclear radiation 
coincide-at 1.35 mev the shape of the seconda~ electron 
apectrum will determine whether the radiation is really ho-
wogeneous ( nuclear ) or inhomogeneous ( one-quantum anni-
h~lation radiation). the expected energy distribution of 
one-quantum annihilation radia~ion from wu64is shown in 
lig. ~ • The changing of the annihilati~g material from, 
for instance, aluminium to lead will indicate whether or 
not the nuclear Y -ra_y alone is responsible t)r, . 1.35 -e• 
"( - radiation. 
(B): l- With the help of Wilson chamber photography method han 
-the 
(investigation of positron tracks coming tojabrupt termination 
and~~ determination of the range distribution, or probably 
be~~er, energy distribution of the ~ositron~ at the instant 
-\43-
of g,nnihilta.tion it should be possible ·~;o study statistically, 
if somewh~t laboriously, the ~rooess of annihllat1on at rest 
-~nd in motion.( use of a magnetic field and track curvature 
measurements a~ necessary ). ~he experimental efficiency 
may be increased by using counters in anti-coincideace in 
erder to detect the positrons which are de·finitely stoppm in 
the aloud chamber. 
2- Wilson chamber investigation of the energy spectrum of 
the annihilation radiation by photography of ...;ompton electrons · 
from radiators illuminated with annihilation radiation could 
be carried a stage further than past expe~iments. Possibily, 
if intensity considerations permitted ( somewhat better sour-
ces are now available) magnetic resolution of the positrons 
prior to the ·annihilation would yield more definite information. I 
3- Temperature effect of annihilation medium upon intensity 
of annihilation could be investigated in order to obtain the 
annihilation probability as a funtion of energy for ver.y slow 
positrons: • 
4- The advance of the technique of using photo-multiplier 
detectors for radiations ma~es attempta to determine, by 
~ccurate delay counter coincidence experiments, the life 
times of positrons(e.g. by delayed coincidences between po-
Sitrons entering an absorber and ~l,e; detection bf the quan-
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I. Compariaa~n of ~ation a.nd !!!!nihilation processes. 
Creation ~ pair. 
A pair can be produced by 
the interaction of:-
l.Photo.n with nucleus (EN~a). 
i£ k = m'\) ~ 2mc2. 
p 
2.Phaton with electron(E_ =-0) 
if k ~ 4mc2 
p 
3. Electron with electron 
i:fl. E '=0 and E ==- 6-7mc2 • 
i 
(6-ierrin, '7·-Heit.ler). 
4.Photon with photon. 
if :11 + ~ ~ 2ma:2• 
5. Electroa with nuc-leus 
(E= 0.) if E~ ~ 2mc2 • 
6,. Heavy particle with nuc]fQ 
(.E = 0) if E, ~ 2mc2· 
Annihilation 2f pair. 
A pair can be annihilated by the 
comb ina. tion o.! a positron with a.n 
electron which is:-
1. Strongly bound to a nucleus giv-
ing: a single photon (ks > 2mc2 ) • • 
2. In the neighbourhood of another 
t!mcG 
ele:ctro.n giving electron(E_::g ) 
and photon (J; :=:. 4mc2/3). 
3. In the immediate neighbourhood od 
another electron giving a single 
electron (E_ = 2mc2 ). 
., 
'!'· 
4. Loosely boun&. or free (in matter:~;~ 
.i 
giwing ~hotcm (k]_-== mc2) andi .~ 
photon lkz = ma2 } J 
5.. In the neighbourhood of a. bound. 
electron, giving a. single eleotrca 
6. In the neighbourhood of two 
other electrons gi-ving e:lectron 




7. i -ray emitted by a nucleus 
in the fie;1d of the same 
7. A K-e.lectron. 
--------------
II. Liat o! Positro~Emitters. 
Element Half-life Energy in Pro:duced 
MeV. by_ 
tO 
c~ a. 8 sec. 3.4 clch. H-p-n 
c" 20.5min. 0.95 clch. B-d-n; B-p- r ;11-p-n; 
-~ c (' -n-Gn; 
13 
N, 9.93min. 0.92, 1.20, C-Clll--n;C-p- Y;B- .;( -n; , 
(speot.) :N.-n-2:n; N.-<ii.i-lfs 
o's- 126 sees. 1.7 ole h. N~d-n; 0- '( -n; N-p- Y'" ; 
g c.-~ -n. 
17 
70 2..1 clch. a-a-n; N- .,(-n; o-p- (. F sees. 
'I 
F ~~ 112: min 0.7 clch. N,e-d-"' ;O-p-n,;F' ... n--2n; 
') 0-d-n;F-i-Hg ;F- Y -n. 







Element Half-life Energy in Produced 
MeV. by . 
Na:U\ ~) ;j years 0.58 clch. Mg-ct-o< ;F•u< -n;Ne-d-n. 
il 
~2~ 11.6secs. 2.82 clch. Na.-p-n; lvfag- f -n. 
11. 
All.~ 7.0 scs. 2.99 clch. Na- ~ -n;Mg-p-n;Mg-p-t;A.l-~-n o 
~~ 
s .1.1 4.9 scs. 3.7;4 clch. Al-p-n; Mg-~ -n. :L. 
~4 3.54 
:1.9 
4.6 3.63 clch. Si-p-n. p sec. 
f'l I 
p~ 2.55min. 3.0 clch. .AJ:-li( -n; s-d- ..x; P-n-2n; 
;iS 3.5 spect. P- Y -n. 
-~· 3.2 3.85 clch. P-p-n~; Si-t;{ -n; s-r-.... s secw 
it 
~~ 
Cl 2.4 scs. 4.13 clch. S-d-a 
i'l 
~ 
Cl-n-2n; Cl 33min. 2.5 abs. P- v<-n; S-d-n; 
1'1 Gl-r -n; s-x -p. 
~ - 3 
C.1-n- Y; Cl-d -p. cu tk,~ 10 yr. n 
~·j 
A -~ 1.88sec. 4.4 clch. c.l-p-n;s-~ -n. 
~'ll 
7 .7min. 2.3 abs. Cl-v<.· -n; Ca.- u<- ve.; K-n-2n; K t'1 
K- r-n. 
CA 39 4.5 min • C.a-n-2n ? 
.2.0 




Ele.ment Half-life Energy in Produced· 
:MeV. by .: 
S 4L 
- 2.\ 
13.5 days. 1.4 abs. K-1)( -n. 
So4,( {) .. 4 hrso 0.4,1.4 Ge.-d-n; Ca-p-n. 
1.1 1.13 abs. 
1-Ji 
Sc (y} 4.1 hrs. 1.5 abs. Sc-n-2n;K-'~ -n;Ca.-d-n; 
l.l 1.33 speot. Ti-d-oe: ;Ca-p-n;Sc- ci -2n; 
So41 ( 52h) I. T. 
Ti lj~;,- J.oa hrs. 1.a cloh. CB.-t.< -n; So-p-n; So-di-2n; 
ll T• n Ti-r -n. ~-n-"-n; 
41 
vl~ 33 min. 1.9 abs. Ti-d-n; Ti-p-n. 
"q 
16 days. 1.0 clch. Tl-d~n; So-~ -n;Cr-d-~; v: (",r) 
l~ I 0.58. Ti-p-n. 
y 'JO ~.1 ~. V _ ~ _ 2. n ) T ,· - d - n ; -,, - .,c-r · 
~~ 




















8.9 min. C.r- .x -n; Fe-n-2n; 
~' Fe-r-n. 
--~~ 
1.50 spect. Fe-d-n; Fe-p- Y'. Co l~) 18.2 hrs. 
!1.1 






C_o ( r; ~), 72 days. 
21 





Cu '' ( j<) 3.4 hr. 
2.'-1 
~2 Cu. 10.5 min. 
.lCJ 
Galt -








0.4 abs ;0.4:7/ 





Fe-d~.n;Ni-d-o< ; Fe-lX -n, P• 
Fe-p- '(; Fe -e-n. 
!!e-d~n;Mn-'J( -n;N.i-<1- v(; 
Fe-~ -n;Ni-n-ap; Fe-~ -n; 
Fe-p-y. 
Fe-fl -n; Ni-n-2n;Ni- { -n. 
' Ni-p-n. 
Ni-p-n. 
I Ni-d.-n; Ni-p-n;Ni-p- r ; 
Ni-o< -p; 
Cu-n-2n;Cu-K -n;Co.-~-n; 
Ni-p-n;Ni-p-( ;Cu-d-lis • 
i Cu-d-p;Cu-n• ( ;Ni-p-n; 
Zn-n-p;Cu-n-2n;Cu- Y-n. 
I 
2.3 abs.spect. ! Zn-n-2n; Zn- Y -n;Cu-p-n; 
i Ni--L -n;Cu-d-2n; 
I 
0.4 c1ch. Zn-d-p; Cu-d~n; Cu-p-n; 
Zn-n-y; Ge..: -K decay. 
Element Half-life 
(,4 




Ge. ~' 9.4 hrs. 
)i·. 






26 hrs. . As~~ 
As ~~ 50 hrs. 
;-s 
"7~ -
16 days. As t f>JK> 
1~ 
"¥- I 
As (p,~, 26.8 brs. 
~., 
'1K 
Br (e,r) 6.4 min. 
~ 
-,c; ~I 





Zr 8'i 78 hrs. 
4o 




















1. Oc lc h. a b s·. 
2 .• 65 clch. 
Produced by 
Zn-p-n. 
cu~ -n; Zn-p-n. 
Cu-u(' -n;Ge.-n-2n;G'a-·~ -n; 





As-n-2n; Se-d~ ;Ge-p-n. 













Element Half-life Energy in Produced 
Me'U'. by 
Rh~~ (r-. {} I 210 days. Rb.-n-2n. I 
~ i 
i 
Ag·'" 24 min. 2 •. 04 a.bs. Ag-n-2n;Pd-d-n;Cd-n-p·; · I 
41 Rh-oo~. -n;. ~-·Y-n; Pd-p-(; 
.. I Pd-p-n;Ag -p,2n. 
i lif• I 
calli 33 min. Cd-n-2n 
In 110 
4'i 
65 min. 1.6 spect. Cd-p-n;Ag-ci -n;Cd-d-2n. 
rn-''( -) 20 min. 1.7 clch. Cd-d-n; Cd-p-n. (.~ 
4'' . 
''1 Ag-cA -n; In-n-2n; In1J2( 16.5 In f~'f..fJ 17.5 min. 1.3 abs. 
~.~., min.) I.T. 
Sb 
IIC,,ut 
3.6 min. In-oc:. -n. 
;-I 
tl.o 









2.1 min. Ce-n-2n ? 
Pr 140 3.5 min. 2.40clch. Pr-n-2n. 
'Sf:J 




Eu t'i"O 27 brs. Eu-n-2n ? 
<;·~ I 
~ 
.... J5b ' 




By . 2.2 min. Dy-n• z 
(;,' 
i'-S-
Er 1.1 min. Er-n-an. 
b'g 














III. Statistical Distribution of Positron Sources. 
a.- as a function of the atomic number of the emitters. c h6.s1.> 











• • I & a 
10 20 30 40 5() 
Atomic. nurn be.r 
FiCT. 51 
I • J 
6f) 70 80 
h(). t>f ~~ ,9rlif,·ciaL 











.. IJB ... 
l!.~l (t1,r) cot'nc ;dell\.ces f YOYI-\. --rhC. 
---~ 
n(f~~ •• Lh=:~·~:tr.;!~\~l' i(A): noer P. Total ng. ti-l) 
j per.m1n. ce1ncid./m1n. co1nc1d.jmin./m1n I minute! (104) 
I 
0.02• 1459 72.~2.7 57.~~.4 i 1.20 I 13.8 ~96.79 I l \ ! 
' _0 tl 0-a 1833 46.6±1.5 40.6%1.4 j 0.60 5.4 !29.5U 
; 
I 
O.l ~267 14.5J:l.2 8.3*0.8 I 0.70 •• 5 16.83 I 
0.2 l1U701 25.9%1.6 6.8:to.8 I 2.30 ; 16.8 15.70 
i ! ! 
0.3 23158 51.0±2.3 6.2±0.7 l 4.92 39.9 !17.23 
! ! 
I 
23.1UllB.l5 0 .. 4 12736 2S.Bt:1.6 1.8*0.4 I 0.89 
I I I 
0.5 15484 29.0:t:1.7 2.4~.5 0.82 25.8Uil6.66 
0.6 ' 16ss7 27.6:t:l.65 2.0~.45 1.1a 24.43 15.4U 
! 
0.7 jl5228 
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